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Section I 
GENERAL 
1. SCOPE 
a. This memorandum supersedes all previous memoranda 
on British, World Polyconic, Domestic, ~nd State Grids. 
b. The layout of standard military grids discussed 
in this memorandum is indicated on the attached AMS 
map, Index of American and British Grid Systems, edi-
tion of March 1945. 
2. GENERAL POLICY 
a. Standard military grids will be shown on all ground 
and ground-air maps having scales of 1:50 0 ,000 and 
larger unless specific instructions to the c o ntr a ry are 
given for a particular map or map series . Only those 
projection and grid plotting computations issued by the 
Geodetic Division, AMS, will be used in compiling and 
drafting maps for the Army Map Service. 
b. Any changes in standard grid practice will be 
noted as amendments to this memorandum. Changes or 
exceptions for specific maps or map series will be 
noted either in the specifications or in project memo-
randa for the series involved. Such changes will not 
affect the standard practice for other 
Geodetic Division, AMS, will be consulted 
pertaining to grids not covered by this 
projects. The 
in all matters 
memorandum. 
I j 
i 
I 
GENERAL POLICY .............................. ~ 
~ 
c. Type sizes, type styles, and 
grid data on the face of a map and 
conform to the style sheets issued 
the positioning of 
in the margin will 
by the Map Design 
Section, AMS. Any deviation from these style sheets 
will be noted either in the map's specifications or in 
project memoranda. 
d. Projections on gridded maps will be shown by ticks 
at appropriate intervals rather than by full lines. 
e. When a grid line coincides with the neatline of a 
map. the combined line will be shown at the weight of 
and in the color ordinarily prescribed for a neatline. 
The line will be labeled with its appropriate grid 
number. Grid lines will not be broken for type on the 
face of the map. Wherever possible. type should be 
placed to avoid conflict with grid lines. 
~"""""""""""""""REMARKS""""""""""""""'" 
Section II 
BRITISH GRIDS 
3. REMARKS 
a. British Technical Instructions are the principal 
source of all data pertaining to British Grids. These 
instructions are interpreted and put into practice by 
the Geodetic Division, AMS. Changes in British Techni-
cal Instructions which affect the general grid practices 
discussed here will be noted as amendments to this 
memorandum. 
b. The grid and all marginal 
to the grid of maps having scales 
normally will be shown in the 
attached Index Map. The grid 
scales of 1:125,000 and larger 
information pertaining 
smaller than 1:125,000 
color indicated 
lines on maps 
will be shown in 
on the 
having 
black 
and the marginal data will be shown in the color indi-
cated on the Index Map. An exception to this concerns 
the U. S. Yard Grid, N. E. I. Equatorial Zone. the 
color s c hem e for w hie his g i v e n inA p pen d i x Ii 1 '. C han g e s 
from the standard color scheme may be necessary for a 
particular map series, in which case, the color scheme 
will be stated in the map specifications. The color 
scheme always will be consistent throughout an entire 
map series. 
• ~I~,,"""""""""""""""".GRID INTERVALS ............................. ~~ 
-
4. GRID INTERVALS 
SCALE 
Larger than 1:5,000 
1:5,000 to larger than 1:100,000 
1:100,000 to 1:500,000 
INTERVAL 
100 meters (or yards) 
1,000 meters (or yards) 
10,000 meters (or yards)l 
a. Every tenth grid line and tick will he heavier 
than the others. 
h. The coordinates of all British Grids are given 
in meters with the exception of the following which are 
given in yards: 
(1) South Africa Belts 
(2) All India Zones 
(3) Ceylon Belt 
(4) Maldive-Chagos Belt 
( 5) Ma lay G rid 
(6) Johore Grid 
(7) New Zealand Belts 
(8) Australia Belts 
(9) Mauritius Zone 
(10) English Transverse Mercator Belt 
(11) Malta Belt 
(12) U. S. Yard Grid-N. E. I. Equatorial Zone 
(See Appendix H1) 
IBritish Technical Instructions specify a 1,000-meter (or yard) 
interval on maps having a scale of 1:100,000. This interval Will 
be used on certain AMS series. 
~"""""""""""""""DECLINATION """"""""""""""""" 
5. DECLINATION 
a. All gridded maps will show a declination diagram 
giving the relationship of true, magnetic, and grid 
north. Ground maps having a scale of 1:250,000 or 
larger will provide a declination protractor for use in 
plotting the magnetic north line. 
b. Declination Diaframs 
(1) Maps which show only one full-line grid will 
incorporate a three-pronged diagram showing the rela-
tionship of magnetic north and true north to grid north 
as of the center of the sheet. The diagram will be 
printed in the color of the grid and placed in accord-
ance with the specifications 
GN 
4-00' 
OR 
71 MILS 
GRID DEC AT THE 
CENTER OF THE SHEET 
FOR THE N W AFRICA ZONE 
3°24 ' E OR 60 MILS 
APPROXIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SH EET 
ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6 ' EASTERLY 
Figure 1 
(2) If additional grids are indicated by overlap-
ping grid ticks only, a note will be placed beside the 
three-pronged diagram giving the indicated grid's dec-
lination from true north as of the center of the sheet. 
DECLINATION 
The note will be printed in the same color as the grid 
tick numbers. (See Figure 1.) 
(3) If a grid junction occurs on a sheet so that 
two or more grids are shown by full lines on parts of 
the sheet, a two-pronged diagram showing the relation-
ship between true and magnetic north (based on the 
center of the sheet) will be shown in the margin. Notes 
will be placed adjacent to this diagram giving the 
declination of each grid on the sheet from true north. 
(a) For scales of 1:125,000 and larger, these 
notes will give the grid declination as of the center 
of the sheet. (See Figure 2.) 
GRID DEC . AT THE 
CENTER OF THE SHEET 
FOR THE N. W. AFRICA ZONE 
30 24'[ OR 60 MILS 
GRID DEC AT THE 
CENTER O F THE SHEET 
FOR THE LI BYA ZONE 
10 47 W OR 32 MILS 
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(b) For scales smaller than 1:125,000 the notes 
will give the grid declination as of the center of the 
area covered by the particular grid. (See Figure 3.) 
(c) Diagrams will be printed in black and the 
notes will be printed in the color of the grid to which 
they refer. (See Figures 2 and 3.) 
o 
~""""""""""""""'DECLINATION"""""""""""""""'" 
GRID DEC FOR THE 
CENTER OF THE 
GRID DEC FOR THE 
CENTER OF THE 
lI8YA ZONE AREA = 
2 0 '6'E OR 40 MILS 
Figure 3 
(4) "GN" is the symbol for grid north on British 
Grids. 
(5) The angle between true north and grid north 
will be given to the nearest minute with its equivalent 
in mils in all cases. The magnetic angle will be given 
to the nearest 15 minutes with its equivalent in mils 
except when isogonic lines are shown. If isogonic lines 
are shown the mag net i can g 1 e w ill beg i v e n ·t 0 the 
nearest minute. 
(6) Declination Diaframs for Sheets on Which a 
Protractor is Printed 
( a ) Diagrams for such sheets need not neces -
sarily be drawn with the angles a t their true value, 
but in all cases, the diagram will include a statement 
of the true value. A note will be placed beneath the 
diagram to read as in Figure 4. 
(7) Declination Diaframs for Sheets on Which a 
Protractor is Not Printed 
~,,""""""""""""""""IIDECLINATION"""""""""""""""~ 
(a) If such a sheet shows either a two- or 
three-pronged declination diagram which has or includes 
an angle smaller than 3°, the diagram will not be drawn 
at the correct angles. However, a statement of the 
cor"rect values of the angles will be given on the dia-
gram and a note will be placed beneath it to read as in 
Figure 5. 
(b) Declination diagrams with all angles larger 
than 3 0 will be drawn at their true angular value and 
the caution note will not be added. 
(8) The annual magnetic change will be stated im-
mediately below all declination diagrams as 
part of the diagram. This information will 
an integral 
be based on 
the c e n t e r of the she eta n d g i v e n tot hen ear est min ute. 
It will be expressed as "Easterly" or "Westerly" rather 
than as "Increase" or "Decrease." 
4°15 " 
O R 
76 MILS 
GN 
,7°30 ' 
O R 
133 MILS 
APPRO XIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SH EET 
ANNUAL MA GNETIC CHAN GE 6 ' WESTERLY 
Use diagram only to obta in numericol values . 
fo d.term ine magnet ic north line, conned 'he 
p ivot po int ·P'" on the south edge 0' 'he mop 
with the va lue 01 the ongle between GRID 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NORTH, 01 plotted on 
the degr.e scol. at 'he north edge 01 the mop. 
Figure 4 
GN 
APPRO XI MATE MEAN DECLIN ATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
NO ANNUAL MA GNET IC CH AN GE 
Do not use diagram except Io obtain 
numerical values of anglf?s 
Figure 5 
~ •• ________ ••• __ • D E C LIN A T IO N _._ •••• __ •• ____ • __ 
, 
(9) Three-pronged declination diagrams will be 
positioned so that their grid north line is parallel to 
the grid lines on the map. 
3°18' 
OR 
59 MIL5 
GN 
APPROXIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
A NUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6 ' WESTERLY 
U.e diagram only to obtain numerical value •. 
To det.rmine magnetic nort" line, connect '''e 
pivot pOint 'P" on the .out" .dge of t". mop 
""ith t". value of t". ongl. b.t .... n GRID 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NORTH, o. p/ott.d on 
t". d.gre. ICo/. ot the north edg. of th. mop. 
GN GN GN GN 
20 15' i O R 2°30' U 40 MILS O R E :I: 44 MILS u 
.... :I: E z a: l!) 
~ .... z « a: ~ 0 ~ w Z ~ ::> u ~ a: E Cl « .... ~ z 
~ i w ::> 
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a: 
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Figure 6. Illustrating some three-pronged dia-
grams having two or more coinciding lines. 
Figure 7. Appearance of a declination protractor oriented on a line of the 
grid from which the magnetic angle is given. Protractor is based on the 
data shown by the sample declination diagram on the left and is shown here 
as all protractors should appear when no border is used around the map. 
Grid lines 
Projection ticks 
Neatline 
~,,""""""""""""""""""""DECLINATION""""""""""""""""~ 
c. The Declination Protractor 
( 1 ) The declination protractor will consist of a 
pivot point "p" on the s ou t h edge o f t he ma p and a 
degree scale placed on the north edge of the map. ( See 
Figure 7 • ) 
(2) The degree scale will be plotted on a line 
drawn across the north edge of the map except when a 
border is used. If a border is used, the scale will be 
plotted on its outside edge. (See Figure 8.) 
(3) If the magnetic angle of the declination dia-
gram is given from grid north, the declination protrac-
tor will be oriented on a line of the grid from which 
the magnetic angle is given. 
GRID DEC FOR THE 
CE NT ER OF THE 49 MilS 
N W AFRIC A ZO N E AREA = ::I: 
2o ,.'W OR 40 " 'LS ~ ~ 
GRID DEC FOR THE 
C ENTER OF THE 
LI BYA lO NE AREA =-
2 ° 16' 1i O R .0 JII l lS 
~ j 
APP ROXI MAT E M EAN DECLIN A TIO N 1 94~ 
FOR CE N TER OF SHEET 
ANN U AL MAGN ET IC CH ANGE 6 ' wE STE Rl Y 
Ule d, ag ra m onl y '0 o bto.n " " me " co l .,o l.., el 
10 a e t. r m,n e mo gnet ,( nor lh I." •. cO"" e c t th. 
P ' ~o' po ." ' ~ p. on the lou t " e dg e 01 ,h. mop 
... , Ih ' fi e "0/" . 01 'he o n g l . b e t _In n TIiU f 
N O RTH and M .... G N[lIC NO IHM , 0 1 pla l/e d on 
,h . d e gr ee I ( o/e at the nOrlh e d ge 01 ' he mop 
Figure 8. A declination protractor oriented on a meridian indicated here by 
ticks. Protractor is based on the data shown by the sample declination diagram on 
the right and is shown here as all protractors should appear on maps having borde rs. 
~""""""""""""""II DECLINATION """"""""""""""""" 
(a) The protractor will be plotted to the east 
or west. as necessary. and will be shown in the color 
of t h e grid lines. A note will be added be n eath the 
declinat i on diagram to read as in figure 9 . 
4° IS ' 
O R 
76 MILS 
GN 
7°30' 
O R 
133 MI LS 
APP ROXIMATE MEAN DECLIN ATION 19 45 
FO R CENTER OF SHEET 
A NNU A L MAGNET IC CH ANGE 6 ' WESTERLY. 
Use d iagram only to ohta in numericol yO lues. 
To determine mognet ic north line , conned the 
pivot po int "p. on the south edge of th. mop 
with 'he vo/ue of the angle be'ween GRID 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NORTH, a. plafl.d on 
,h. degree sco/. 01 the north edge of 'he mop. 
Figure 9 
(4) If the magnetic angle of the declination dia-
gram is given from true north. the declination protrac-
tor will be oriented on 
tic k s are not shown [ the 
the sheet limits 
a meridian. 
projection 
( ne at 1 i n e ) ] . 
If projection 
being indicated 
the only 
will 
by 
be oriented on a meridian constructed 
protractor 
temporarily 
on the drafting copy. The construction meridian will 
not be shown on the final map. A note will be added 
beneath the declination diagram to read 
APPRO XI MATE MEAN DEC LIN ATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
ANN UAL MAGN ETI C CHA NG E 6' WESTER LY 
Use d iog ra m o nly fa ob to;n nume ricol va lues . 
To determine ma gnetic no"" line, co nnect the 
p ivot poin' "P" on 'he south edge 01 'he mop 
wit" the volue of th e angle between TR UE 
N ORTH and MAGN ETIC NO RTH , a . plafl.d o n 
'he degree scol. 01 the no "h e dge 01 the mop. 
..... .................. DEC LIN A T ION ••••••• ________ .~ 
(5) The degree scale will extend a minimum of 2 0 
on each side of the value given for the angle. When 
necessary. scales that are long may be broken to show 
only a portion of the scale. This portion. however. 
must bracket the value of the angle. (See Figure 7.) 
d. Grid Declination Notes 
(1) In all cases. 
printed in the color of 
grid declination 
the grid to which 
notes will be 
they refer. 
(2) Except for the data on a three-pronged di~­
gram. no grid declination notes will be shown on maps 
having scales larger than 1:20.000. 
(3) Maps having scales of from 1:20.000 to larger 
than 1:250.000 will show grid declination notes for the 
center of the east and west edges of the sheet. They 
will be positioned halfway up on their respective edges. 
(See Figure 10.) 
Figure 10 
(a) If two or more full-line grids appear on 
the map. a grid declination note will be shown for the 
~"""""""""""""""DECLINATION """"""""""""""""" 
east and west edge of each of the grids. 
11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.) 
II 
Figure 11 Figure 12 
~ 
I II J I 
Figure 14 Figure 15 
(See Figures 
III 
I 
III II 
Figure 13 
(b) An excep t ion to this occurs if one of the 
grids extends over the sheet for less than five minutes 
in longitude. In such a case, only the declination 
note on the edge of the sheet will be shown for this 
grid. (See Figures 16 and 17.) 
I II I 
Less than 5 ' 
Figure 16 Figure 17 
_--"",,""""""""""""""""11 DE C LINATION .............................. ~ ~- ~ 
I 
I 
.J _ 
(c) Except for the notes alongside the three-
pronged diagram, grid declination notes will not be 
shown for overlapping grids indicated only by ticks. 
(4) Grid declination notes will be shown at all 
four corners of maps having scales of 1:250,000 and 
smaller. (See Figure 18.) 
( a ) 
map, at least 
I I 
'------:....--------' 
Figure 18 
If more than one grid 
one grid declination 
zone 
note 
appears on a 
for the east 
and west edge o f each of the zones will be ad ded . (See 
Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22 ) 
II I I I I I I I I I~ II II I I I I I II I 
III III I I I I I I~ I I 
-
Figure 19 Figure 20 Figure 21 Figure 22 
(b ) This will apply unless a zone extends over 
the sheet for less than five minutes in longitude, in 
I 
I 
...4 
. 
~""""""""""""""'DECLINATION"""""""""""""""" ,. 
which case. notes will be shown for this grid only for 
and on the edge of the map. (See Fiqures 23 and 24.) 
I 
II :~ 
"- Less than 5' ~-Less than 5' 
Figure 23 Figure 24 
(c) If the zone covers one-half or more of the 
latitudinal extent of the sheet. notes will be given 
for each corner of the zone. However. if the zone 
covers less than one-half the latitudinal extent of the 
sheet. a note will be given only for the center of the 
east and west edges of the zone. (See Figure 25.) 
More than 1 /2 the sheet 
/ 
v 
II 
Less th;;;--l /2 the sheet 
Figure 25 
e. Insets {all scales} 
(1) When one or more insets are made on a map. a 
three-pronged diagram based on the center of the area 
...................... DECLINATION ••••••••• ____ ••• ~ 
covered by the inset will be shown in the color of the 
grid and will be placed either within the border of the 
inset or alongside it. (See Figure 26.) 
(2) Insets do not show protractors or "protractor 
notes" under 
"'~fGN ~ 
--- U 
===-= 0 
their declination diagrams. 
GN 
~ -v-.. d == 
Figure 26. Illustrating the position of decli-
nation diagrams for different inset locations. 
(3) If the longitudinal extent of the land area 
shown by the inset is greater than fifteen minutes, 
~""""""""""""""' ISOGONIC LINES .............................. .. 
grid declination note s will be shown on the east and 
west edges of the inset inside its neatline. 
6. ISOGONIC LINES 
a. Isogonic lines, compass rosettes, and hour angles 
will be shown on ground and ground-air maps 
scales of 1:500,000 and smal Ler . They will be 
having 
printed 
in gloss blue unless otherwise s pecified. The annual 
magnetic change will be shown within the rosette. 
Figure 27.) 
(Se e 
................................... LETTERS OF INCI D ENCE .......................... ~ 
7. LETTERS OF INCIDENCE 
a. On maps having scales of 1:250,000 and smaller, 
letters for both the SOO,OOO-meter (or yard) square and 
the 100,000-meter (or yard) square will be shown (except 
as noted in paragraph "c" following). The letters will 
be printed in the color of the grid. They will appear 
on the face of the map as near as possible to the center 
of the area to which they refer. If this position im-
pairs legibility, they will be overprinted on the Index 
to Adjoining Sheets. The letter for the SOO,OOO-meter 
(or yard) square will always precede the letter for the 
100,000-meter (or yard) square. (See Figure 28.) 
INDEX TO ADJOINING SHEETS 
00° 1 100000m .E. 
00·r-------T-----~_r------~ 
z 
E 
o 
a 
a 
a 
a 
." 
o 
o 
o 
OOO~ ____ ~~~ ____ 4-______ ~ 
Figure 28. Letters of incidence appear on the face of maps having scales 
of 1:250,000 and smaller unless they impair legibility. If this is the case, 
letters of incidence are overprinted on the Index to Adjoining Sheets. 
b. If the scale of the map is larger than ' 1:250,000, 
only the letter for the 100,000-meter (or yard) square 
~ •• _. __ ._._ •• _LETTERS OF INCIDENCE ••••••••••••••• 
will be shown (except as noted in paragraph "c" follow-
ing). The letters will be overprinted on the Index to 
Adjoining Sheets in the color of the grid. (See Figure 
2 9 • ) 
INDEX TO ADJOINmG SHEETS 
00· 1100000m.E. 
OO·~------r---~~,-------~ 
~ A 
g 0 
o 
o 
o 
'ot 
o 
o 
F 
~~------~~----~------~ 
Figure 29. The appearance of the Index to Adjoin-
ing Sheets overprinted to show the letters of inci-
dence for sheets having scales larger than 1:2501000. 
c. Exceptions 
(1) No letters will be used for the: 
(a) Egypt Belts 
(b ) Palestine Be 1 t 
( c ) Malta Belt 
( d ) Australia Belts 
(e ) Madagascar Grid 
(2) No letter for the 500.000-meter (or yard) 
square will be used for the: 
( a ) Canary Island Zone 
( b ) Cyprus Grid 
(c ) Crete Zone 
( d ) French Lambert Zone I 
(3) The Levant Zone. No letters will be used 
except LL for references south of the 310.000-meter 
Northing Line. These will be shown on the face of the 
map and in the Grid Reference Box. 
8. GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
a. The Grid Reference Box and the reference point 
information appeari~g in it will be printed in the 
color of the grid within which the example reference 
point falls. 
b. The unit depends on the grid and may be given 
either in meters or yards. (See tabulation under "Grid 
Intervals". Section II. paragraph 4b. page 5.) 
c. Reference Boxes to be used for metric grids are 
illustrated on pages 22. 24. and 25. 
d. Reference' Boxes to be used for yard grids are il-
Ius trated on pages 23. 26. and 27. 
e. Special types of Reference Boxes. not shown in 
this memorandum. may be called for in the specifica-
SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
FOR USE WHEN NO LETTERS OF INCIDENCE APPEAR 
100 meter interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
fiGURES. IGHORE IIIe SIIAll£R fllU<tS pOnied .... IIIe shed Dlf11fB. Thew ... 
forfmdinrlllefuUa>« ........ vil.14556!!2 
US[ ONLY THE lAIIGER fiGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE FAC{ 
OfTHEMAP. Viz. t~ 
POINT DOtIONI 
East 
T.IeWestedi<ofsqua,,;" 
wflidlpoint ..... ndrudille 
fit." printed f4lIIO'itt tI>~ 
line: on North or South marlin 
or on IIIe ~ .. itself on lhe 
f""oflllellllj). 
(,ti lftQt. t."tlt, [a,tWQrd, 
REfERENCE 19032S3053 
... 
Squlr. • • 
1903 
I 1~ 
MUffl.SoIIIIIIItr,ferfllUOIIthIS,nd 
-
T.IeSouthedr'ofsquare;" 
wflidlpoinilies,.ndrudille 
fit ... pnnled Olll" sll. this 
line on East or West martin 
oronllle .... ilseHonllle 
~~ .. ~,~.:~ O"'.ward, S305] 
_IS305l 
TonealOStlOmet", 
_ MIlO< 
_ )OOlllttm 
_ IJDllMs. 
Fig. 30. Scales larger than 1: 5,000 (Box No. 12) 
1,000 meter interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
fiGURES. IGNORE lhe SMALLER fli'res ",nloot nell the shed "'"""" Thew II. 
forfindmglhelulla>«dln.tes.VIl. 145SQ111l 
USE ONLY THE lARGER fiGURES PRINT£D IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE fACE 
Of THE MAP. Vo. t~ 
POINT DOMONI 
East 
Tale Westedi<oIsqua";,, 
wfllChpointl .... ndreadllle 
rieure ponied opposite t~is 
~ne on North or South marem 
Of on tbe hne itself on the 
f"" of IIIe map. 
[,tjmat, t,"tll. £o,tllltud. 
REfERENCE 19035305 
... 
$qwt. - • 
MUlntsllndarrntftnCtonrtllSlnd 
-T.IeSoolhedr'oIsqua .. " wflichpoinllies,.ndrudthe 
fitu"printed_tetl>~ 
line on East Of West INfll" 
or on tht hneltselton the 
Ixt of the map. 
e,t/lftOfe t,,,Ut,MOf1I1I11(1ni. 
TonealOSt lCOmet", 
- ..... 
_ 10000 .. tm 
_ UxrlKm. 
Fig.31. Scales of 1:5,000 to 
larger than 1:100,000 (Box No. 13) 
This box to be used for scale of 1:100,000 when 1,000 meter interval is used. 
10,000 meter interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
fIGURES. IGNORE IIIe SMALLER firures JIIlnled near IIIe shed ""_ These ... 
roriindlngllleluIlClHlrdr ...... vil. 5OQ!!!!!I 
USE ONLY THE lARG£R fIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE fAC{ 
Of THE MAP. Viz. ~ 
POINT SINJENY 
East 
TahoWestedgeofsq .. ,," 
wfloclIpointltes,.ndrudllle 
filUf! pnnted oppositettus 
tine on North or Sooth marlin 
or on the line Ibtlf on the 
factofllle""p. 
Elli",Qt.t."Ut'{Q,tWQrd, 
REfERENCE 482134 
North 
Tale Sootl>edg.oI.squa .. ir1 
wfIidI pomt ..... nd read the 
'liure pOnied opposite~ 
line on East Of West marlin 
or on the ~ .. iIsetf on IIIe 
faa! 01 IIIe map. 
EduftGI.f."tll,ltorlIlWQrd, 
To ""lOSt 1.000 metm 
- -_ JO.lOllI\Itten: 
_ l.IXXIJtm. 
Fig. 32. Scales of 1:100,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 14) 
METRIC GRID 
* * * * * * * * * * 
These reference boxes are 
for use in Palestine, Egypt 
and Madagascar grids. For 
use in Levant grid the 
nearest similar reference 
note will be omitted and 
the following note will be 
placed above the reference 
box: 
" ALL LEV ANT G RID R E FE R-
ENCES SOUTH OF 310,000 
METERS NORTH WILL BE PRE· 
FIXED BY THE LETTERS LL." 
..... 
SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
FOR USE WHEN NO LETTERS OF INCIDENCE APPEAR 
YARD GRID 
• • • • • • • • 
These reference boxes are 
for use in Australia Belts. 
For use in Malta Belt, the 
100,000 digit will be omit-
ted and nearest similar 
reference will be 60 miles. 
100 yard interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
FlGURES. IGIIOREIlle SllAll£RIic .... primed _Ille _ _ TIIese ... 
IorlillClinclllefuW_""';" j455@! 
US£ 0fIl Y THE lARGER fIGURES PRINTED IN THE IlARCfN 011 011 THE FId 
()fTHEIW. r • . ~ 
POINT DOMOIII 
WI 
T._edaeof ..,..,.in 
whidl poinilies, lftdroodille 
r ..... printecf OIlCIOSilt tllis 
line on_or SouttllN/lill 
or on IIIe ~ .. itself OIl IIIe 
face olllle_ E,ti_t,l,.,.,£,,., ... ,. 
REFEREllCE 19OlZ5lO53 
-
T.Souttl edaeofsqlllltin 
whidl poinllie5, lftdroodllle 
r .. "" ,.intecf -"' tIIis 
line on East or West IMr&in 
or .. IIIeb .. _ on lhe 
~:!t~.:::· .orl"'."" S30!i , 
_ 'S3 5l 
To _lO",cIs 
, .. 
- I"' ,.. 
- .., ..., 
Fig. 33. Scales larger than 1:5 ,000 (Box No. 21) 
1,000 yard interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
FIGUII[£!GNOII£lheSllAllERr ..... prinIod _Ille __ n.. ... 
Iorfindint llle full_""';"l455t!!!!!1 
US£ OIIl Y THE LARGO FIGURES PRINTED IN TH( IlARCfN 011 011 TH( fld 
()fTHEIW. YiLl~ 
POINT DOIIOIII 
E.s1 
rllltWt5ttdlt!01 squart in 
""~h poinllie5,.net rud tile 
figure printed opposite ttus 
~oe on North Of South !Mfllin 
or on the lint Itstlfon the 
lactoflhe ... p. 
E.ti",.t.t.ntl"(lutlllard, 
REfEREllCE 1903530S 
.... 
...... -
fllMtstSHllllllf rtftrtfKt on th'SIJlC 
-
T. Soulhedae of""" .. in 
""~, poinl lie5, Iftd rood IIIe 
filUf! printed opp'JSite thrs 
line on East 01 West ""'l ift 
01 on the line itsttf on the 
face 01 the map. 
£,ti"..t.t."t1u/torlltWDrd, 
To nearest 100 yards 
- 1'1f' 
UXKlrll'dS 
""'-
Fig. 34. Scales of 1: 5,000 to 
larger than 1:100,000 (Box No. 22) 
Th is box to be used fo r sca le of 1: 100 ,000 when 1,000 yard inte rval is used . 
10,000 yard interval 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
FIGURES. teNORE the SMAlLER heure5 pnnted near lite shett coultrs. Thtst Ife 
IOffU'lc:hnelhtluUco-OfdlOates, vI1. 5CK!1!!!9 
USE ONLY THE LARGER fiGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN DR ON THE fACE 
()fTH£ MAP . VIl. ~ 
POI NT SlNJENY 
E.~ 
Take West edge of square m 
which poinl hes, aoo reid Iht 
ligure printed oppoSIte this 
line on North Of South margin 
or on lhe lil'lt itsellonlhe 
'''''fthemop. 
[ ( t mlntfl/ fl" ,hs [ flstlll(mis 
£.~ 
REfEREflCE 4I2134 
.... 
..... . -
"""nI~lfffllfllKfOll thi$ tllcl _ 
North 
Take South edge of square In 
whICh point hes, aod reid tile 
ligure prmted oppoSIte this 
hne 00 Easl or West margin 
Ofon lhetineltselfonthe 
'ace of the map, 
l st ;nl(ltf'tcntits Norfit llJ (lrds 
North 
Tonelrestl ,OOJyards 
Fig. 35. Scales of 1:100,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 23) 
SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
INCIDENCE LETTERS USED 
100 meter interval-l letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHUT 
lETTa ..... "' ......... _ OiIIIiotoo. .......... _ ...... 
flGUlt£S.lGIIOIIftlloSllAllUIipIfS,.-_illt_ ........ lIIee .. 
fofI..,. IIIfhol...-,wiz. UIM 
lIS[ OlU THE LNlG(R FICUfI£S "'""1£0 IN Tit[ _ 01 01 TIf[ FI(l 
Of TIf[ IW. v~. 141" 
POIfIT .271 
East 
T ....... oI_io 
wIIicIopoiotlios,aMrudtllo 
,....,.- ....... 
... _,,--.. 
"",lIIolineibelf .. 1IIo 
.... 01Il10_ 
Ctt,_t. ,,,,II .. c .. ,.",. 
REru£1ICl AlaI57lO 
UoiI 
-- - -.......... ,.... ...... 
lITlU A 
T._18 ..... 
Fig. 36. Scales larger than 1: 5,000 (Box No. 15) 
1,000 meter interval-l letter reierence 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
LEmR Must '" .".., h>< III~ sheet. (ItU", lro .. I ... of ..., .. from 1fiIc ..... 
fIGUll[S. IGNOREthtSllAlLERIie .... prinIed .... tht_comon. T'-,rr 
h><findioClholullco·."liootes,wiz.I§IM 
lIS[ ONLY THE LNlG(R FlCIJ«[S PRINTED IN THE MAllCIN l1li 011 THE FI(l 
Of Tli£ MAP. Yil.141l* 
POINT IO£TAII 
EI1I 
T ....... oIsquo .. in 
"""'h fICI'"llin. and IUd lho litu .. ",,,,I"' __ 'his 
tint Of! fIorttI or SlMh marlin 
.... thtlinem.if .. lho 
lactollho ... ~ 
E.ti"Hfl.t."t.,l,utWflrdJr 
EI1I 
REFERENCf AI42157 
... -$4uf _ _ 
Nurnl..",tftlfflC.tlfltltt$'f1' _ 
LEmRA 
-
T._ .... oI_ iII 
_poiotlios,""',....IIIo ficurrprioolM __ ~ 
line .. East" ......... in 
.... Il1o line m.if .. Il1o 
lactollllo...,. 
f$tllf1tll. tnt., • .,."..rd. 
1 ..... ostIOO_ 
Fig. 37. Scales of 1: 5,000 to 
larger than 1:100,000 (Box No. 16) 
Th is box to be used for scale of 1: 1 00,000 when 1,000 meter interval is used . 
10,000 meter interval-1 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
LETTER. MUS! '" .".., lor III~ sheet. ()b(lIn h.m .... 01 mop II< from dIIlrom 
FIGURES IGNORE the SMAlLER "curr, ",onl'" "'II lho sheet..,..... T'- , .. 
"""""'nt lhol"" co-ordin,I", ..... 1l1_ 
lIS[ OIILY THE WlCER FIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR 011 THE FACt: 
OF THE MAP. Viz. 1Z!_ 
POINT RElltS 
East 
T ......... oI_ i_ 
"In," poonl lin. ,nd, .. dlllo 
fiturt ",,,ltd ~~ line .. _ .. _morci_ 
.... lIIolineibeff .. lhe 
I", .(the mop. 
Clli.MI.I'lItll,E.,/IfHtn!, 
East 
REfEREIICt:AI42I 
... -
- - -
I 
~ 
JIurtII ..... ,.,.,....tIId ..... _ 
LmER A 
-
T._ .... 01 ........ 
_poioIlios"ndlUdthe 
~""~or'CI<"':: 
01 on the lint itsetf OR tM 
loct 01Il10 mop. 
[" lltHIt.t~,.tll,.orl.ItW(fnJ, 
T._I.000_ 
Fig. 38. Scales of 1:100,000 to 
larger than 1: 250,000 (Box No. 17) 
This box should also be used for scales of 1:100,000 to 1:500,000 in zones 
which do not have a 500,000 meter square letter, i.e ., French Lambert I, Cyprus, 
Crete, and Canary Islands zones. 
METRIC GRID 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Variations of nearest simi-
lar reference. Iceland 
zone-400 kms. East Africa 
Belts-300 kms. Mediter-
ranean zone-300, 400 or 
500 kms. as specified. 
SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
METRIC GRID 
INCIDENCE LETTERS USED 
10,000 meter interval-2 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ~ THIS SHEET 
LI1TEaS.IIosI ......... -. 0MIi0 .... """..., .............. 
flGlllllS-IGIIIII£ ... SllAU.E .... ..-_ ... _anon. n.... .. 
"' .......... ..-. .... UJ_ 
US( OII.Y !lIE LMGO ~s PltlllTED IN 1M( _ 011 ON TIlE fAC[ 
C. 1M( IW . .v. ;'1-
East 1._ .... " __ 
-,.o.t_ .......... 
.... ..- __ 1Iis 
... -.-.... 
......... ..... 
""" ... ...,. 
til .. ,. tn'", C.".if" 
East 
IEf£IlJIC(>t:J42I 
... 
-
J 
-+. 
lEmlS>t: 
-
1._ .... "_iII 
-,.o.t_""' ........ 
.............. 1IIis 
.. .. East._ ..... 
.. .. lilt line_ ..... 
"""""...,. (,ti ... ,. tp",II"orlIfwnNls 
-10_1.Il00-. 
Fig. 39. Scales of 1:250,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 18) 
z 
-J-
• 
10,000 meter interval-3 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
BUT Lffi£l. Obt,;., Irom .,id d.l. noI. H 
LETTERS. 0bIa0. '""" fICO 01 ..... Of from iii....... zp 
f_S. IGIIIII£ ... SlW.L[R liaMs..- .... 1 ........ ' corners. T"",. or. 
"' .... \110 ... ..-, .... ~ 
US( 0Nl1 1M( lNICE. flCUll(S PRlNTE~ '" IHE MARGIN 011 ON THE fACE 
c.lM( IW. Vil. 44!I'"" 
Ed I._ ............. in 
-1IOiot_""' ..... ... lipo,, _ _ 1IIis 
.... -.. -...... 
...... ""Iiotitwll ... "" 
"""lilt...,. (sli"",.,#",,,,(,,., • .,,m.~ 
... 
-
ib1h 
rwSoulhedCfofsqUJrtln 
... .... 1 .... ""' .. "'1"" 
fitUl't pnnlfd OCIPOS'tf tilts 
liM on £1st Of Wt\IlNtCln 
or on ttIr hnt Itsttf on tht 
""olt ... ""P. 
( ( f l n",t,.t.·nf/,. N" r1ltw",.,I. 
TOM~I .lO)mttffS 
Fig. 40. Scales of 1: 250,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 19) 
EAST AFRICA BELTS 
10,000 meter interval-
1 number and 2 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
BEll NUIIBER. Obt.in Irom ..-id d.l. ""'. , 
LETTERS. 0IttIi0 from I .. 01 ..... Of lrom ....,.... ,u 
flCUll(S. ICIIOIt( lilt SlW.LI.I., .... ..- _ lilt ...... cor ..... I..,. II? 
"' ........... ..-, .... -
US( 011.1 1M( lNICER flCUll(S PRlNIED IN IHE IoWICIN 011 ON THE fACE 
c.TIIE_. Vil . ~ 
I'OINT 'IICIWIY 
Ed 1._ .... "_io 
-point-""' ......... 
..... ..--- ... Iiot . _ .. _ ..
....... lintiNtl .. "" 
"""""""". £.t j_t.t,. .. f,.. ("lI/w.''''.~ 
... 
-
• 
-J.--
• 
ib1h 
" .. _ .... ol_.in 
_point""."", ... "" lip< pr_ ~. 1M 
_OftustOf~Nf'1fI 
or on thit lint IISftt on tM 
""olt,,,,,,,,,,. 
( d l rHnfr " 'n th., '"rt~lIl1rnl.f 
TontlftStl.OOOmdM 
-
10 • ....,' 
Fig.41. Scales of 1: 250,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 20) 
RUSSIAN BELTS 
SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
INCIDENCE LETTERS USED 
100 yard interval-l letter reference 
TO GIVE II GRIO REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
umR. lIu~ be used 10< Ihis sheet Obi'" lrom I"" 01 map 0< lrom dioCIJm. 
fIGUMS. IGNOR£lhoSllALlERliRu'esprint"'_thoshod ........ These ... 
forl,ndinctholuIlCO«dtnates,,,,. 1!1391l1 
USE OIIlY THE lARGER flGUMS PRINTED IN THE MARGtN OR 011 THE fAe[ 
OfTHE!IAP. YiLl'~ 
POINT 811 276 
~ 
r. .. _edt<oIsq ...... 
whiclr point lies. ,,'" rud tho 
ficu .. printed~this 
Irne .. NorItIo<Soorthma'iin 
Of on the Nne itseHonttlt 
lactol tho map. 
E,tilfMt.,."tll,EtfltWDm, 
Ea~ 
RUERENC£ A14285710 
lffiER A 
NorItI 
r. .. Soothedt<015qlllrtio 
whiclr point lies, ,,'" rudtho 
fiC'" print'" opposite this 
line on East Of west marcin 
or on the line itsttf on the 
lactofthomap. 
C"i"", t.t~,.tlt,lforlltwt"d. 
To",_IO,.~ 
, .. 
100 .... 
))0_ 
Fig. 42. Scales larger than 1:5,000 (Box No. 24) 
1,000 yard interval-l letter reterence 
TO GIVE. II GRIO REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
umR. lIust be used for IlIisshoet OIrUinlrom""01 """Of lromdioCIJm 
fICUMS. IGNOMthoSllALlERfic .... printed_thoshod""""" These ... 
fo<lindincthol,,"_tes,yiz.~I~ 
USE OIIlY THE LARGU fIGUMS . PRINTED IN THE IIARGlN OR 011 THE fAe[ 
OfTHE!IAP. Y • . I'~ 
POINT BOETM 
E~ 
T ... _"'"ofsq .. ,,;' 
wIIicIr point lies, ,,"',,"'tho 
fiR'" print'" opposite this 
tint on NorltI or South marlin 
Of .. tholine~ .. tho 
I"" 01 tho mop. 
[st,,,Ktt.,.ltih, Crl)/wttnls 
E,~ 
I(fEI(NC[ Alms7 
.lETIER A 
NorItI 
r. .. Sooth edt< 01 sq .... io 
wIIicIr point lies, ,,'" ""'tho 
fi,Uft printed opposite this 
lint on East Of West ITIIrlin 
Of on the line itstlfon the 
I"" of tho map. 
[ , ti"HJttttlltlt,ltorlltwnnf, 
NorItI 
To_IOO~ 
, .. 
I.IDI,.iS 
))0_ 
Fig. 43. Scales of 1: 5,000 to 
larger than 1:100,000 (Box No. 25) 
This box to be used for scale of 1:100,000 when 1,000 yard interval is used. 
10,000 yard interval-l letter reference 
TO GIVE II GRIO REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
UTTER. lIust be !'sed IOf tliis shod. Obtain lrom lact of map 0< from rmcrom. 
fIGUMS. lGfIOR(thoSIIALlERflcu,esprint"'",,,thosheelcornen. These". 
fo<lindinltholunOHlldinales,';'. !!IC!!!!I 
USE OIIlY THE lARGER flGUMS PRINTED IN THE IIARGlN OR 011 THE fAe[ 
Of THE !lAP. Y •. 1'1-
POINT MillS 
~ 
T"'_"",of "I"" " 
whiclrpointIies,IIId"",tho 
Iilu" print'" opposite this 
line on North Of Sooth mallin 
or on tht ~ne itsttf on the 
lact 01 tho map. 
("i_l. lull!. (tuh'lfuTi. 
MfEMNC[ Aim 
lffiE. · A 
NorItI 
T ... Sooth"",olsqua"in 
wllichpoint lies, ""',,"'Ihe 
ficu" printed opposite this 
~ne on bst Of Wnt Nfltn 
Of on the ~ne itstlf on tne 
I""oflhomap. 
E.,i"",l.'r"'''.'orllu."nl. 
NorItI 
To_I.000,,~ 
Fig. 44. Scales 01 1:100,000 to 
larger than 1: 250,000 (Box No. 26) 
YARD GRID 
-SAMPLE GRID REFERENCE BOXES 
INCIDENCE LETTERS USED 
YARD GRID 
10,000 yard interval-2 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REfERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
LETTERS. Mus! bt used tor thiS shetl. Obt.lin hom liCe 01 INp Of I,om diagram. 
FlGUR[S. IGHOR[ the SMALLER ligures pnnled !'Ital the sheff corners. ThMe aft 
lorlindlngthtlullco«dinatts,Vll. ln_ 
USE OIIlY THE LARGER fiGURES PRINTED IN THE MARCIN OR 011 THE fACE 
Of THE MAP. Vii. 121 .... 
POINT CROSSROADS 
East 
Take Wes! edge of SQualt in 
whkh poInllies. and reid the 
figure printed op(IOSite thiS 
Une on North Of South .mltin 
or on the lint itselion tlw: 
IKe of the map. 
[$ti,fI("~ Ip"/" s Ens/wfl rt/.f 
E.st 
REfERENCE lC1421 
"'" " ..... 
lETTERSlC 
North 
Takt South edge of square in 
which point hes. and ,ud the 
figure punted opposite this 
lint on East or West mugin 
or on thtln'le IIStllon lhe 
facto! the map. 
£.limo lr l e.tllhs llor1 l l1l1f1 rd. 
North 
To neares! 1.(,0) yards 
Fig. 45. Scales of 1: 250,000 
to 1: 500,000 (Box No. 27) 
10,000 yard interval-3 letter reference 
TO GIVE A GRID REfERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
BElT lmER. OIIIIin from arid noll. H 
lmERS. OtIIain from foct of map or from diacr.m. cP 
FlGUIlES. IGNORE lhe SMALLER "gurts pl'lnled near ItIt sheet cor~. T~ art 
IOfflndinitne'ullco-ordlf1ateS.ril.~ 
USE ONLY THE lARGER fiGURES PRINTEDIN THE MARGIN OR ON THE fACE 
Of THE MAP. Viz. 44!""'" 
POiNT NJOfIO 
E.st North 
, 
bke West edge of SQuare in 
wftichpoinllie<,.ndreadllto 
figure printed opposite this 
line on North or South margin 
or on the line itstlfon the 
IKe of the map. 
( Sl ;Hlff l p ",,'It$ ( nslwnnf$ 
E. st 
hke Soulh edge of square m 
which point 11tS, and rud 1M 
figure pnnted opposlle Ihis 
liM on £iJst r Wtst margm 
or on!!'Ie lint /twit on the 
flC!! of lito map. 
£,ti",(lfeIVlt lls llflrlllUlarr!., 
North e---2-63 
REfERENCE IIcP2663 Toneamt l.tlKl YMds 
,_. 
10.01»,.,.,. 
Fig. 46. Scales of 1:250,000 
to 1:500,000 (Box No. 28) 
SOUTH AFRICA BELTS 
10,000 yard interva,l-
New Zealand Belt 
TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE ON THIS SHEET 
POINT CROSSROADS 
BELT LETTER. Dbt,in Irom irid d.t. note N. 
fiGURES fOR 100.000 YARD SQUARE. Us. first SMAll lil ure 
opposite heavy grid line to west of point.f~lowed by lirst 
SMAll liiure opposite heavy Irid line to south of point. 24 
East 
Tallt W!St edit of .SQUlre in 
wftich point lies . • ntI read lito 
figure printed opposite this 
line on North Of South margin 
oronthehntitsetfonll'le 
filCtof fltomap. 
£.d ;",nl,. ' Pit tA, [n.~ 'Nlltrt/~ 
E.st 
REFERENC{ N.24-6348 
"", 
" ... 
North 
Talr.eo South edge 01 squau! in 
.hich POint hes. and read the 
hgule printed opposlte Ihls 
line on £ast or WeSi margin 
or on the hne Itself on lhe 
~~n~'~~e~!~' ItQrlh",,'nh 
North 
Tonearestl ,OOlYifds 
Fig. 47. New Zealand Belt, scales 
1:100,000 and smaller (BoxNo.29). 
For scales larger tha~ 1:100,000 
use standard Box (see Figs. 33, 34) . 
~""""""""""""""GRID NOTES .............................. .
tions for a particular map or map series. The correct 
Reference Box for a particular zone, scale, and grid 
interval must be used. 
f. When two or more full-line grids appear on a 
sheet, only one Reference Box will be shown. An excep-
tion to this covers the need of more than one type of 
box if one grid is in yards and the other in meters, or 
if one grid has letters and the other does not~ 
g. No Reference Box will be shown for a grid which 
is indicated only by overlapping ticks. 
9. GRID NOTES 
a. One of the following types of Grid Notes will be 
shown for each grid appearing on a map. 
(1) A Standard Grid Note, as illustrated below, 
will be shown for each grid indicated by full lines. 
NORTHWEST AFRICA ZONE GRID (Purple) 
Projection: 
Spheroid: 
Origin : 
False Co·ordinates 
of Origin: 
Scale Factor: 
Lambert Conical Orthomorphic 
Clarke 1880 
34°N and Greenwich meridian 
1,000,000 meters East 
- 500,000 meters North 
.999080 
(2) An Overlapping Grid Note, as illustrated on 
the following page, will be shown fO'r each grid indi-
cated only by overlapping ticks. 
...................................... GRID NOTES ............................ ~ 
........... ~ 
... ..... 
BROWN NUMBERED TICKS OUTSIDE THE NEATLINE INDICATE THE NORTH ITALY ZONE GRID 
(3) Special Grid Notes and Combination Notes will 
be shown only when called for in specifications. 
FRENCH LAMBERT ZONE II GRID (Purple) Origin • 46°48'N and 2°20'13.95/1E 
DANUBE ZONE 
MEDITERRANEAN 
ZONE 
Projection: Limbert Conicil Orthomorphic 
Spheroid: 
Orilin: 
Fllse Co·ordinates l ,500,OOOm.E. 
of Orilin : 601,OOOm.N. 
SCII. Factor: .998992911 
Bessel 
900,OOOm .E. 
600,OOOm.N. 
.99906 
b. Each grid note will be shown in the color of the 
grid to which the note refers. 
c. Grid Nomenclature 
(1) Lambert Conical Orthomorphic Grids will be 
referred to as "Zone Grids." 
Exa m pIe: NORTHWEST AFRICA ZONE GRID (Purple) 
(2) Transverse Mercator Grids will be referred to 
as "Belt Grids." 
Example: EAST AFRICA BELT F GRID (Brown) 
(3) Cassini-Soldner Grids will be referred to as 
"Gr id s . " 
E x amp 1 e: JOHORE GRID (Red) 
~ •••••••••• GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS ••••••••••••• 
10. GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS 
a. Rules for Haps Havinf Scales Smaller than 1:125,000 
(1) No overlap of grids will be shown. Grid 
junctions which may occur on a sheet will be indicated 
by a herringbone band of Zipatone on each side of the 
junction in the color of the particular grid. This 
rule does not apply if either of the grid colors is 
black. in which case no Zipatone will be shown. The 
Zipatone on vertical junctions will point toward the 
north; on horizontal junctions. toward the east. It 
will not exceed 0.2" in width at reproduction scale 
(652 Zipatone for 1/4 reduction drafting). (See Figure 
48 • ) 
(2) Zone names will be added on each side of the 
jun~tion in the color of the respective zone. 
(3) If the junction is a grid line. the junction 
will be indicated in its normal color and at the weight 
of the heavy grid line (0.02" for 1/4 reduction draft-
i ng) • 
( 4 ) 
loxodrome. 
If the junction is 
the junction line 
a projection line or a 
will not be shown unless 
the Zipatone is omitted. If the Zipatone is omitted, 
the junction will be shown by a black line having the 
weight of a heavy grid line (0.02" for 1/4 reduction 
drafting) • 
~---................ GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS • ________ .~ 
~ ~ 
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Figure 48. Zipatone bands will indicate the junction of 
grids on sheets having scales smaller than 1:125,000. 
b. Rules for Naps Havin~ Scales of 1:125,000 to 
1:100,000 Inclusive 
(1) When a junction of grids occurs on a sheet. 
each grid will be shown by full lines up to the junc-
tion, and by ticks arou d the edges of the remainder of 
the sheet beyond the junction. The junction will be 
indicated by a black line having the same weight as a 
heavy grid line (0.02" for 1/4 reduction drafting). 
(See Figure 49.) 
~ •••••••••• GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS ........... .. 
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Figure 49. Grid junctions on maps having scales of 
1:125,000 and larger are indicated with a heavy black line. 
c. Rules for. Naps Havin~ Scales Larger than 1:100,000 
(1) Grid junction lines will be shown as outlined 
~n paragraph "b" above except that heavy grid lines 
will be drafted to a width of 0.027" for 1/4 reduction 
drafting. (See Figure 49.) 
(2) Over 1 a p pin g g rid s will be s h ow n for a dis tan c e 
of approximately fifteen miles on either side of the 
junction . This fifteen mile distance requirement will 
be satisfied even though it requires the overlapped 
.--.. ~~ ...................................... GRID VALUES .................................. ~~ 
grids to be shown on the sheets adjacent to the one on 
which the junction actually occurs. 
11. GRID VALUES 
a. Grid Values as Shown In the Karlin of a Nap 
(1) The full values for the last grid lines ap-
pearing in the extremes of the lour corn~rs of the 
sheet will be shown for all grid intervals. 
(2) loo-Unit Interval. Grid lines will be desig-
nated with a number containing digits . for hundreds, 
thousands. and ten-thousands except for the even thou-
sand lines. The even thousand (heavy) lines show all 
of the full coordinate except for the last two zeros 
1284700m.E. 848 
z 
849 12850 851 852 853 854 1285500m·E. 
E ~ z g E 
M 0 
~ L __ 1-----l-----+-----i-----+-----l-----~----~----ll ~ 332 
331 
1330 
~ __ L-----~----~----t-----t-----t-----t_----r_--~ 1330 
329 L __ -1----~----~-----i-----1-----1----_!----~----~ 329 
z 1 ___ ~L---~~--~~----~--~t_----r_----t-----r_--~ 328 E 
g z 
00 E 
N 0 
M 0 
~ __ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ _1 ____ ~ __ ==~=====±====:I===:J ~ 
1284700m.E. 848 849 12850 852 853 1285400m·E. 85 1 
Figure 50. Method of numbering 100-unit interval grid lines. 
'I 
•• _-....... _~~ .. ___ I #.r"- ,- ...... ~ 
~ .............................. GRID VALUES .............................. . 
which are omitted. The 100, 1.000 and 10.000 digits in 
the number for an even thousand grid line will be in 
the same size of type used for numbering the intermedi-
ate lines: the remainder of the digits in the number 
will be in superior type. (See Figure 50.) 
( 3) 1 0 0 0 - Un i t 11'1 t e ,. val. G rid 1 i n e s will bed e s i g -
nated with a number containing digits for thousands and 
ten-thousands except for the even ten-thousand lines. 
The even ten-thousand (heavy) lines show all of the 
full coordinate except for the last three zeros which 
are omitted. The 10.000 and 1,000 digits in the number 
for an even ten-thousand grid line will be in the same 
size of type used for numbering the intermediate lines: 
the remainder of the digits in the number will be in 
superior type. 
848000m.E. 49 
z 
E 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
(Y) 
I'") 
33 
32 
31 
1330 
z 
E 
o 
o 
o (j\ 
~ 
48 49 
848000m·E. 49 
(See Figure 51.) 
850 51 52 53 
34 
33 
32 
31 
50 51 52 53 
30 
29 
850 51 52 53 
54 
54 
54 
55 856000m-E, 
55 56 
Z 
E 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
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33 
32 
31 
1330 
z 
E 
o 
o 
o 
(j\ 
~ 
55 856000m·E. 
Figure 51. Method of numbering l,OOO-unit interval grid lines. 
~"""""""""""""""""GRID VALUES .............................. ~ 
(4) lo,ooo-Unit Interval. Grid lines will be 
designated with a number containing digits for ten-
thousands only, except for the even hundred- thousand 
lines. The even hundred-thousand lines show all of the 
full coordinate except for the last three zeros which 
are omitted. The 10,000 digits in the numbers for an 
even hundred-thousand grid line will be in the same 
size of type used for numbering the intermediate lines: 
the remainder of the digits in the number will be in 
superior type. (See Figure 52.) 
(5) In the Egypt Belts, the Palestine Belt, the 
Levant Zone, the Australia Belts, and the Madagascar 
Grid, the hundred-thousand digit will be shown at each 
grid line in the same size of type used for the digits 
of all other grid line numbers. This applies for all 
intervals. 
z 
E 
81--+----' 
o 
o 
~ 
27000 0m ·E. 
5 36 0000m·E. 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
Figure 52. Method of numbering lO,OOO-unit interval grid lines. 
e 
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(6) Overlapping grid ticks will be number e d in 
the same manne r as full-lin e g r ids unless otherwjse 
d ire c ted b y par tic u I a r s p e c i f i cat ion s. ( See Fig u r e 4 9.) 
(a) The number for an overlapping grid tick 
may be moved a reasonably small 
ard position 
crowding the 
to avoid conflict 
distance from its 
with other data or 
stand-
ove r-
coordinate 
tick rather 
s pace. For the sam e 
in any corner may 
than the fir s t. 
be 
r e asons 
placed 
the full grid 
on the second 
b. Grid Values within the Body of a Hap 
(1) Grid line 
body of maps using a 
will not be shown on 
grid indicated only 
number s wi l l 
1,000-unit 
be shown within 
interval only. 
the 
They 
city plans, 
by ticks. 
photomaps, or for a 
(2) The Canadian Numbering System, as follows, 
will be used to designate the grid lines. 
53 . ) 
(a) Each grid line is numbered. 
(See Figure 
The number 
itself is centered on the line to which it refers. The 
northing numbers are positioned east of the heavy east-
ing line. halfway between it and the next easting line. 
The easting numbers are positioned north of t he heavy 
northing line. halfway between it and the next northing 
line. The numbers on the grid lines are repeated at 
intervals of 10.000 meters (or yards). 
® 
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~ ~ 
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848000m -E, 49 850 51 52 53 54 55 856000m -E, 
Figure 53. Illustrating the position of grid line num-
bers as required by the Canadian Numbering System. 
(b) Only the principal digits of the grid line 
number will be shown (i.e., the enlarged 1.000 and 
10,060 digits appearing around the marg .in of the map). 
They will be printed in the same color and in the same 
s i z e and sty 1 e 0 f t Y pea s the n u m b e r s 'a r 0 u n d the mar gin 
except for the numbers labelling the heavy grid lines. 
In the body of the map, these will be shown in one size 
larger type. 
(c) When the numbers are printed in black, the 
grid lines will be broken for the sake of clarity. 
(d) Individual numbers may be shifted slightly 
or omitted to avoid conflict with other type or map 
features. 
~"""""""""""""".GRID VALUES ................................ . 
c. Grid Values for Insets 
(1) Full coordinates in the margin will be shown 
on one corner only. The corner chosen will be that 
where the number interferes least with the detail of 
the map. Other values will be shown on at least two 
adjacent sides of the inset. and on all four sides if 
so doing will not interfere with map detail. All values 
will be shown inside the border of the inset; none will 
be shown in the body of the inset. 
(2) When the inset is adjacent to the border of 
the map. the values for the grid on the body of the map 
will be continued around the inset: ticks will be shown 
to indicate the extension of the grid lines. 
ure 54.> 
(See Fig-
2 
Full values on 
one corner of 
inset 
Figure 54. Grid values for 
insets. Ticks indicating the 
extension of the base map 
9 
300 grid appear around the 
outside edges of the inset. 
Values for the base map 
grid lines are also shown 
as in the preceding figures. 
.~~""""""""""""""""""REMARKS"""""""""""'''''''.~~ ...... 
Section III 
AMERICAN POL YCONIC GRIDS 
12. REMARKS 
a. The American Polyconic Grid Systems which are in 
use at the present time include: 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
The Wor l d Polyconic Grid System 
The U. S. Military Grid System 
The Hawaii Grid System 
The Panama Grid System 
The Philippine Grid System 
b . The 
of the U. 
the World 
World Polyconic Grid System is an extension 
S. Military System to cover those parts of 
not gridded by the British or not previously 
gridded by the United States with another system. 
c. (1) The World Polyconic Grid and all marginal in-
formation pertaining to it normally will be printed in 
purple on maps having scales smaller 
Maps having scales of 1:125,000 and 
the grid lines in black and the marginal 
than 1:125,000. 
larger will show 
d a t a in pu r pIe. 
If variations from this standard color scheme are neces-
sary for a particular series of maps, the color scheme 
will be stated in map specifications. In all cases, the 
color scheme will be consistent throughout an entire 
map series. 
II 
~----------~~--~~ 
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(2) Except for the World Polyconic Grid System, 
the American Polyconic Grid Systems listed in paragraph 
12a will be shown in black for all scales. 
13. GRID INTERVALS 
SCALE INTERVAL 
Larger than 1:5,000 100 yards 
1:5.000 to 1:63,360 inclusive 1. 000 yards 2 
Smaller than 1:63,360 to larger than 1:100,000 5,000 yards 
1:100,000 to larger than 1:400,000 10,000 yards 
1:400,000 to 1:500,000 inclusive 50,000 yards 
a. (1) All grid lines of aU. S. Military Grid will 
be of the same weight. 
(2) When grids other than the U. S. Military Grid 
are used with 1,000-yard intervals, every tenth grid 
line and tick (the even 10,000-yard lines) will be 
heavy (0.02" wide for 1/4 reduction drafting). Whe n 
any other interval is used, all lines will be the same 
weight. 
2W hen u sin g the U. S. Mil ita r y G rid, aI, 0 0 0 - y a r din t e r val will b e 
used for maps having scales of from 1:5,000 to larger than 1:45,00 0 ; 
a 5,OOO-yard interval will be used for maps having scales of fr om 
1:45,000 to larger than 1:100,000. 
. _ ---------------- DECLINATION • _____________ .~ 
14. DECLINATION 
a. All gridded maps will show a declination diagram 
giving the relationship of true, magnetic and grid 
north. Ground maps having a scale of 1:250, 000 or 
larger will provide a declination protractor for use in 
plotting the magnetic north line. 
b. Declination Diaframs 
(1) Rules for maps havinf scales of 1:125,000 and 
(a) A three-pronged diagram showing the rela-
tionship of magnetic north and true north to grid north 
will be shown. It will be based on the center of the 
sheet and will be printed in the color of the grid. 
( See F i gu r e 5 5 . ) 
(b) If the sheet falls within an area where 
two zones overlap, an additional grid declination note 
40 00' 
O R 
71 MILS 
APPRO XIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6 ' EASTERL Y 
Figure 55 
~"""""""""""""".DECLINATION""""""""""""""""" 
will be used. This note will give the grid declination 
as of the center of the sheet for the zone indicated by 
overlapping ticks. It will be placed beside the three-
pronged diagram and will be printed in the color of the 
grid. (See Figure 56.) 
40()()' 
OR 
71 MILS 
GRID DEC. AT THE 
CENTER OF THE 
SHEET FOR ZONE F ~ 
4'12 'W OR 75 MILS 
APPROXIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6' EASTERLY 
Figure 56 
(2) Rules for maps havinr scales 
1:125,000 
smaller than 
(a) Maps which show only one zone will incor-
porate a three-pronged diagram showing the relationship 
of magnetic north and true north to grid north. The 
data will be based on the center of the sheet and the 
diagram will be printed in the color of the grid. 
Figure 57.) 
(Se e 
(b) If two or more grid zones occur on a sheet. 
a two-pronged diagram showing the relationship of true 
and magnetic north at the center of the sheet will be 
shown in the margin print\d in black. Notes will be 
placed alongside the diagram giving grid declinations 
p-e 
, 
DEC LIN A T ION ________________ , 
"""IIlI 
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OR 
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ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6' EASTERLY 
Figure 57 
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APPRO XIMATE MEAN DECLINAT ION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6' EASTERLY 
Figure 58 
for the different grid zones. Each note will be printed 
in the color of the grid to which it refers and will 
present data for the center of the area covered by the 
grid. (See Figure 58.) 
(3) "y" is the symbol for grid north on American 
Polyconic Grids. 
(4) In all cases, the angle between true north 
and grid north will be given to the nearest minute with 
its equivalent in mils The magnetic angle will be 
given to the nearest 15 minutes with its equivalent in 
mils except when isogonic lines are shown on the sheet. 
When isogonic lines appear, the magnetic angle will be 
given to the nearest minute. 
(5) Declination diairams for sheets on which a 
protractor is printed 
(a) Diagrams for such sheets need not neces-
sarily be drawn with the angles at their true values 
® 
~""""""""""""""II DECLINATION """"""""""""""""'" 
but in all cases, the diagram will include a statement 
of the true value. A note will be placed under the 
diagram to read as in Figure 59. 
4 0 15' 
OR 
76 MILS 
7°30' 
. OR 
133 MILS 
APPROXIMATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6' WESTERLY 
Us. diagram on'y '0 obto;n numericol values. 
To d.'erm;ne magnetic north line. connect the 
pivot point -IY' on the louth edge 01 the mop 
with the '(olue 01 the ong'. between GRID 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NORTH, a. plotted on 
the degr •• scol. at the no,th edge 01 the mop. 
Figure 59 
2°30' 
OR 
44 MILS 
APPROX IM ATE MEAN DECLINATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
NO ANNUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 
Do not use diagram except 10 obtain 
numerical values 01 angles 
Figure 60 
(6) Declination Dia~rams for Sheets on Which a 
Protractor ts Not Printed 
(a) If such a sheet sho w s either a two- or 
three-pronged declination diagram which has or includes 
an angle of less than 3 0 , the diagram will not be drawn 
at the correct angles. However, a statement of the 
correct values of the angles will be given on the dia-
gram. A note will be placed beneath the diagram to 
rea~ as in Figure 60. 
(b) Declination diagrams with all angles larger 
than 3 0 will be drawn at their true angular value. No 
"caution" note will be added. 
-.... U.- ....................................... DECLINATION ................................• ~~ 
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(7) The annual magnetic change will be given as 
an integral part of all declination diagrams. The note 
will be positioned immediately below the diagram. The 
annual change will be given for the center of the sheet 
to the nearest minute. It will be expressed as "East-
erly" or "Westerly" rather than as "Increase" or "De-
crease. " 
( 8 ) A three-pronged declination diagram 
positioned so that the grid north line of 
is parallel to the grid lines on the map. 
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Figure 61. Illustrating some three-pronged 
diagrams having two or more coinciding lines. 
c. The Declination Protractor 
the 
y 
"r 
) ~ 
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Z 
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'" 0 
Z 
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w 
:0 
e>: 
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will be 
diagram 
(1) The declination protractor will consist of a 
pivot point "P" on the south edge of the map and a de-
gree scale placed on the north edge of the map. (See 
Figure 62.) 
(2) The degree scale will be plotted on a line 
drawn across the north edge of the map except when a 
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Figure 62. Appearance of a declination protractor oriented on a line of the 
grid from which the magnetic angle is given. Protractor is based on the 
data shown by the sample declination diagram on the left and is shown here 
as all protractors should appear when no border is used around the map. 
border appears around the map. If this is the case, 
the scale will be plotted on the outside edge of the 
border. (See Figure 63.) 
(3) If the magnetic angle of the declination dia-
gram is given from grid north, the declination protrac-
tor will be oriented on a ine of the grid from which 
the magnetic angle is given. (See Figure 62.) 
(a) The protractor wi] 1 be plotted to the ea s t 
o r west, as necessary, and w i 1 I be shown in the color 
o f the grid lines. A note will be added be low the dec-
lination diagram to read as in Figure 64. 
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Figure 63. A declination protractor oriented on a meridian indicated here by 
ticks. Protractor is based on the data shown by the sample declination diagram on 
the right and is shown here as all protractors should appear on maps having borders. 
4°15' 
OR 
76 MILS 
7°30' 
• OR 
133 MI LS 
APPROX I MATE MEAN DECLIN ATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SH EET 
ANNUAL MAGNET IC CHANGE 6' WESTERLY, 
u •• diogram only to obtain numericol valu ... 
To d.t.rmine magn.tic norfh line, connect ,,,. 
pivot po in' -,. on ,It. lout" edge 01 the map 
wi,h ,h. volu. of ,h. ongl. b.'w •• n GRID 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NORTH, o. plo".d on 
,h. d.gr •• scol. ", ,h. nor,h edl/. of ,h. mop. 
Figure 64 
(4) If the magnetic angle of the declination dia-
gram is given from true north, the declination protrac-
tor will be oriented on a meridian. (See Figure 63.) 
~"""""""""""""""DEC LINATION"""""""""""""""" 
(a) If projection ticks are not shown, the 
project i on being indicated only by the sheet limits 
(neat li ne) the protractor will be oriented on a merid-
ian constructed temporarily on the drafting copy. The 
co n struction meridian will not be shown on the final map. 
(b ) The protractor will 
necessary and will 
be 
be 
plotted to the east 
or west (IS shown in black. A 
note will be added beneath the declination diagram to 
read: 
APPRO XI MATE MEAN DEC LI NATION 1945 
FOR CENTER OF SHEET 
AN NUAL MAGNETIC CHANGE 6' WESTER LY 
UJ. dia,Tom only to oblo ;n numer;cal vo/ues . 
To d.t.rm;ne mogn.tic north Ii"... co"ned th. 
P;¥o' point ... ,. on ,h_ .outh edge 01 the map 
",ith th. .a/u. 01 th. anll /. b.t", •• n TRUE 
NORTH and MAGNETIC NOUH, as p/ott.d on 
,h. degr •• sco/. 01 th. north .d". 01 th.~ mop. 
(5) The degree scale will extend a minimum o f 2 0 
on each side of the value given for the angle When 
necessary, long scales may be broken to show on l y a 
portion of the scale. This portion, however, must 
bracket the value of the angle. (See Figure 62.) 
d. Grid Declination Notes 
(1) In all cases, grid declination notes wil l be 
printed in the color of the grid to which they refer. 
( 2 ) 
gram, no 
Except for the 
grid declination 
data on a three-pronged 
notes will be shown on 
having scales larger than 1:100,000. 
d ia-
maps 
-,.... 
e 
~ .... ______________ • DEC LIN ATION ______________ .. .., 
(3) Maps having scales of 1:100,000 to larger 
than 1:250,000 will show grid declination notes for the 
center of the extreme east and west edges of the sheet. 
They will be positioned halfway up on their respective 
edges. (See Figure 6S.) 
II II I II I I I 
~ 
\ Less t han 5 ' 
Figure 65 Figure 66 Figure 67 
(a) If two or more full-line grids appear on 
a map, a grid declination note will be shown for the 
east and west edge of each of the grids. 
6 6 • ) 
(See Figure 
(b) An exception to this occurs if one of the 
two grids extends over the sheet for less than five 
minutes in longitude. In such a case, only the decli-
nation note on the edge of the sheet will be shown for 
this grid. (See Figure 67.) 
(c) Except for the notes alongside the three-
pronged diagram, grid declination notes will not be 
shown for overlapping grids indicated only by ticks. 
(4) Grid Declination Notes will be shown at all 
four corners of maps having scales of 1:250,000 and 
smaller. (See Figure 68.) 
._- -~ 
~ ____________ •• _ DEC L IN ATION •••••••••••••••••• 
(a) If more than one zone appears on the map. 
grid declination notes for each corner of each zone 
will be added (except as not e d in (b) below). (See 
Figure 69.) 
(b) This will apply unless a zone extends over 
the sheet for less than five minutes in longitude. in 
which case. notes will be shown for this grid only for 
and on the edge of the sheet. (See Figure 70.) 
II 
II II 
II 
\ 
\ less than 5 ' 
Figure 68 Figure 69 Figure 70 
e. Insets {all scales} 
(1) When one or more insets are made on a map. a 
three-pronged diagram based on the center of the area 
covered by the inset will be shown. It will be printed 
in the color of the grid and will be placed either 
within the border of the inset or alongside it. 
Figure 71.) 
(See 
(2) Insets do not show protractors or "protrqctor 
notes" under their declination diagrams. 
(3) If the land area covered by the inset extends 
for more than fifteen minutes in longitude. grid decli-
~""""""""""""""""'ISOGON IC LIN ES ............................ ~ 
.. -- U ···~vG~ \)'--) 
==== G 
Figure 71. Illustrating the position of decli-
nation diagrams for different inset locations. 
nation notes will be shown on the east and west edges 
of the inset within its neatline. 
15. ISOGONIC LINES 
a. Isogonic lines, compass rosettes, and hour angles 
will be shown on ground and ground-air maps having 
scales of 1:500.000 and smaller. They will be printed 
in gloss blue unless otherwise specified. The annual 
magnetic change will be shown within the rosettes as 
shown in Figure 72. 
® 
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Figure 72. Standard compass rosette. 
16. GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS 
a. Maps having scales of 1:125,000 and larger which 
fall in the area where zones overlap will show grid 
lines for the major zone and ticks around the edge of 
the map for the minor zone. (See Figure 73.) Values 
for both zones will be indicated. 
(1) When necessary, a zone should be extended 
more than its normal limit of 4-1/2 0 from the central 
meridian to grid an entire sheet. 
(2) Ticks indicating the U. S. Military Grid will 
be dashed and will be bisected by the neatline. They 
-
® 
~ ....... ............ GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS ••• _____ ••• ..,~ 
ZONE D 
MAJOR ZONE 
I 
I~ 
I 
MERIDIAN BISECTING OVERLAP -f--I 
ZONE C 
MAJOR ZONE 
I 
I 
ZONE B 
MAJOR ZONE I I 
""------+---1---+------- ----____ -+-_1_-+--_---
ZONE C --~r ir- MI~~~~gNE 
MINOR ZONE r 
1 10:0 4 
SAMPLE!EETS-U:lcSAM:JlSHEETS GRID JUNCTION U I I OVERLAP - I 
___ I 
ZONE B -D i' 
MINOR ZONE ! LI-- ZONE C I MINOR ZONE 
I------'-~ 
I-- ZONE D-+---I-I~ I ___ ..I.....--I+- ZONE 8-
I I 
~4!--~-----ZONE C------~-+I~ 
I I 
I I 
Figure 73. Examples of four sheets, two of which fall in the overlapping 
area of two zones. Sheet I, covering an area entirely within Zone D will 
show only a full line grid for Zone D. Sheet 2 will show a full line grid for 
its major zone (D) and ticks for the grid of the overlapping minor zone (C). 
Sheet 3 will.show a full line grid for its major zone (C) and ticks for the grid 
of the minor zone (D). Sheet 4 will show only a full line grid for Zone C. 
will be 0.2" long at reproduction scale or 0.27" long 
for 1/4 reduction drafting. (See Figure 74.) 
(3) Ticks indicating American Polyconic grid sys-
tems other than the U. S. Military Grid will be outside 
of and just touching the neatline. They will be 0.11" 
long at reproduction scale (0.15" long for 1/4 reduction 
drafting). (See Figure 75.) 
b. No overlap will be shown on maps having scales 
smaller than 1:125,000. The junction of the grid zones 
will be the meridian bisecting the overlap. 
o 
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Projection t icks -+--+----<.. 
Figure 74. Illustrating the 
appearance of ticks for an 
overlapping U. S. Military Grid. 
Projection ticks --+----If------< 
Figure 75. Illustrating the appear-
ance of ticks for an overlapping 
American Polyconic Grid System 
other than the U. S. Military Grid. 
@ 
••• •••••••••••• GRID JUNCTIONS AND G RID OVERLAPS .......... .. 
- ~ 
(1) All grid zone junctions will be indicated in 
the Index to Adjoining Sheets by a herringbone Zipatone 
pattern ('52 for 1/4 reduction drafting) printed in the 
color of the grid. The zone names will be positioned 
along their respective sides of the junction worded for 
example: BAND liN, ZONE E; etc. (See Figure 76.) 
INDEX TO ADJOINING SHEETS 
Figure 76. Grid zone junctions 
for maps having scales smaller 
than 1:125,000 as they appear 
on the Index to Adjoining Sheets. 
(2) When the sheet s~raddles a junction, the Zip-
atone pattern and the zone names will be added on the 
face of the map printed in the color of the grid. The I 
Zipatone will point northward and will not exceed a 
width of 0.2" at reproduction scale. (See Figure 77.) 
~"""""""""""""". GR I D VAL UES .................................. II 
1200000 yd s. N. 
Figure 77. The junction of grid zones on maps hav-
ing scales smaller than 1:125,000 will be indicated 
by a zipatone pattern on the face of the map. 
17. GRID VALUES 
1200000yds. N. 
a. Grid Line Numbers as Shown tn the Nar~in of a Nap 
(1) The last three digits of the grid line numbers 
will be omitted on all lines indicating an interval of 
1,000 yards or greater. An exception to this covers 
the grid lines nearest the lower left corner of the map 
where the full coordinate will be shown. 
( a) On U. s. Mil ita r y g rid s I f u 11 coo r din ate 
values are shown for example, as: 
1380000 
YARDS 
.................................... GRID VALUES .............................. ~ 
(b) On American Polyconic Grids other than the 
U. S. Military Grid, full coordinate values are shown 
for example, as 
1380000yds.N. 1380000yds·N. 
(FOR GRIDS OTHER THAN rooo YO. INTERVAL) (FOR GRIDS HA VIN G rooo YO. INTERVAL) 
(2) If more than one zone appears on a sheet, one 
set of full coordinates will be shown for each grid. 
(See Figures 77 and 78.) 
(3) Full coordinates will be shown on all 100-
yard interval grid lines. 
1233 
1232 
1232 
1231 
1230 
1229000yds ·N. 
1228000yds . N. 
545 
Figure 78. Illustrating the method of numbering 
full line grids and those indicated by ticks. This 
system applies to all but the U. S. Military Grid. 
1234 
1231 
1233 
1230 
1232 
1231 
1230 
~"""""""""""""".GRID VALUES .................................. .. 
(4) Grid values will be shown on all four sides 
of maps of all sca l es (except for (a) below). 
(a) Maps using the U. S. Military Grid hav in g 
scales of 1:125,000 and larger will show grid values on 
the west and south edges of the sheet only. (See Fig-
ure 83.) 
(5) Except as noted in paragraph ( 6) following, 
all digits of the grid value numbers wi l l be in the 
same size of type. (See Figures 79, 80, 81 , and 82.> 
(6) The digits for the grid line n umbers used on 
grids having a 1,000-yard interval will be treated as 
follows : 
(a) On a U. S. Military Gri d , a ll digits will 
be the s a me siz e . (See Figur e 83 .) 
135 1 600 
1 351500 
1 35 1400 
1351300 
YAR DS 
1 35 1 500 
1351 400 
Figure 79. Numbering for an 
American Polyconic Grid 
having 100 yard intervals. 
® 
.................................. GRID VALUES .............................. ~ 
~ ~ 
...... 
1000 995 980 985 990 ,-~~-----.------,------.----==~==~1360 
1355Iir---t---+-_-t-__ -l._--J I 1355 
1350 r-j--t---+---+---L---J 1350 
1345000 
YARDS II---t----t----+----J~---J I 1345 
980000 
YARDS 
960 
985 990 995 1000 
Figure 80. Numbering for an 
American Polyconic Grid 
having 5000 yard intervals. 
970 980 990 1000 1010 
138° rt---~r----t----4----~----l_J I 1380 
1 3 7 0rr---t----+--~i----~-----l_J 1370 
1 360rr----t---t---4---_~---~_J 1360 
1350000 
YARDS rr------t---t---+---+-----J~J 1350 
960000 
YARDS 
970 980 990 1000 
Figure 81. Numbering for an 
American Polyconic Grid 
having 10,000 yard intervals . 
1010 
~"""""""""""""". GRID VALUES ................................ .. 
1450 
1400 
1350 
1300000 
YARDS 
800 850 900 950 1000 
800000 
YARDS 
850 900 950 1000 
Figure 82. Numbering for an 
American Polyconic Grid 
having 50,000 yard intervals. 
1351c---.------.------~------~----~--~ 
1350 
1349 
1348000 
YARDS 
Figure 83. The appearance and meth-
0d of numbering a U. S. Military 
Grid having a 1000 yard interval. 
1450 
1400 
1350 
~"""""""""""""""".GRID VALUES ............................ ~ 
(b) On grids other than the U. S. Military 
Grid, the 10,000 and 1,000 digits in the grid line num-
ber will be one size larger than the remainder of the 
digits in the number. (See Figure 84.) 
(7) Overlapping grid ticks will be numbered in 
the same manner as a full line grid unless the specifi-
cations for a particular series state otherwise. 
Figure 78.) 
(Se e 
(a) The number for an overlapping grid tick 
may be moved a reasonably short distance from its 
standard position to avoid conflict with other data or 
overcrowding the space. For the same reasons, the full 
grid coordinate in the lower left corner may be placed 
on the second tick rather than the first. 
1351 
1350 
1348000yds·N. 
987 988 989 990 991 
1351 
1350 
1349 
~~----~~----~-----9~9~0------~~~ 1348 
Figure 84. The appearance and 
method of numbering grids 
having a 1000 yard interval 
other than the U. S. Military Grid. 
p 
~"""""""""""""". GRID VALUES .................................. .
b. Grid Line Numbers as Shown within the Body of a 
Nap 
(1) Grid values will not be shown within the 
body of 
the U. 
ticks. 
city plans, photomaps, or 
S. Military Grid or a grid 
(2) Grid values will be added 
a map using the World Polyconic or 
only when the 1,000-yard interval 
1:5,000 to 1:63,360 inclusive}. 
maps using either 
indicated only by 
within the body of 
other grid system 
is used (scales 
(3) The Canadian Numbering System, as follows, 
will be used to designate the grid lines of a 1,000-
yard grid. 
itself is 
(a) Each 
centered 
grid line is numbered. 
on the line to which it 
The number 
refers. The 
northing numbers are positioned east of the heavy east-
ing line, halfway between it and the next easting line. 
The easting numbers are positioned north of the heavy 
northing line, halfway between it and the next northing 
line. The numbers on the grid lines are repeated at 
intervals of 10, 000 yards. (See Figure 85.) 
(b) Only the principal digits of the grid line 
number will be shown t.e., the enlarged 1,000 and 
10, 000 digits appearing around the margin of the map}. 
They wil be shown in the same color and in the same 
size and style 
except for the 
of type as the numoers 
numbers labelling the 
around the 
heavy grid 
rna r gin 
lines. 
~"""""""""""""""". GRID NOTES .............................. ~ 
988 989 990 991 
1351 
135 1 
1 350 r---.,,,"-__ 
1350 
134 9 
1349 
1348000yds N. 
987 00 0yds E. 
Figure 85. The Canadian Numbering System. 
In the body of the map, these will be shown in one size 
larger type. 
(c) When the numbers are printed in black, the 
grid lines will be broken for the sake of clarity. 
(d) Individual numbers may be shifted slightly 
or omitted to avoid conflict with other type or map 
f e atures. 
18. GRID NOTES 
a. World Polyconic Grids 
(1) The zone designation for full line World 
Polyconic Grid notes will be accentuated. It will not 
be accentuated in the note for an overlapping grid. 
~"""""""""""""". GRID NOTES .................................. ~ ,. 
(2) The note for the World Polyconic Grid will 
be written for example. as follows: 
TEN THOUSAND YARD WORLD POLYCONIC GRID. BAND IIIN . ZON E B 
THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE GRID NUMBERS ARE OMITTED 
-This line will not be used for grids having lOO-yard intervals. 
(3) The note for overlapping World Polyconic 
Grids will be written for example, as follows: 
Purple numbered ticks outside the neatline in-
dicate the overlapping Grid, Band IIIN, Zone B. 
b. Philippine, Hawaii, and Panama Grids 
(1) The note for these grids will be written. for 
example. as follows 
ONE THOUSAND YARD PHILIPPINE POLYCONIC GRID 
THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE GRID NUMBERS ARE OMITTED 
-This line will not be used for grids having lOO-yard intervals. 
c. lJ. S. Hi litary Grid 
(1) The note for the U. S. Military Grid will be 
written for example. as follows: 
ONE THOUSAND YARD GRID COMPUTED FROM " GRID SYSTEM FOR PROGRES-
SIVE MAPS IN THE u . s .... ZONE A . U. S . C . 6: G . S . SPECIAL PUBLICATION NO . 59 . 
THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE GRID NUMBERS ARE OMITTED* 
-This line will not be used for grids having lOO-yard intervals. 
® 
~ • ••••••••• SPECIAL TREATMENT AT 28° NORTH LATITUDE ________ • 
~ ~ 
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(2) The note for an overlapping grid will be 
written. for example. as follows: 
THE OVERLAPPING GRID. ZONE B . IS INDICATED BY SHORT BROKEN TICKS CROSSING THE NEATLINE 
(3) When two World Polyconic or U. S . Military 
Grids are shown by full lines on a map. the names of 
both grids will appear in the grid note. for example. 
as follows: 
TEN THOUSAND YARD WORLD POLYCONIC GRID. BAND IIIN. ZON ES A AND B 
19. SPECIAL TREATMENT AT 28° NORTH LATITUDE 
a. The northing (y) coordinates 
conic Grid change at 2So N latitude 
in the false coordinate at this 
therefore, is treated as a special 
following manner. 
of the World Poly-
because of a change 
point. This line, 
grid junction in the 
(1) Grid Junctions and Grid Overlaps 
( a) 0 n map s h a v i n g s cal e s 0 f 1: 1 2. 5 , 0 0 0 and 
larger. overlapping ticks will be shown beyond the 
junction for the northing (y) grid lines only. This 
will be done on all sheets which include coverage of an 
area within 10' of the junction. The ticks will be 
prin~ed in black. 
(b) In the regular overlapping area between 
zones, a note will be used instead of the tick marks. 
This is to avoid confusion with the standard overlap-
@ 
~ ••••••••• SPECIAL TREATMENT AT 28° NORTH LATITUDE .......... .. ,.. 
ping ticks of a minor zone. (S e epa rag rap h 1 6 a, pa ge 
52. ) The note will be written in accordance with para-
graph (3) (c) following. 
( c ) 
having scales 
2 SO N w ill be 
No overlap will be indicated on sheets 
smaller than 1:125,000. The parallel of 
treated in the same manner as a standard 
grid junction. (See paragraph 16 b, page 53.) The 
treatment will include the Zipatone pattern and the 
zone names on the Index to Adjoining Sheets and on the 
face of the map if the junction falls there. 
(2) Grid Values 
(a) Grid values for full grid lines will be 
given in the standard style. (See paragraph 17, page 56.) 
(b) Grid values for overlapping northing ticks 
will be shown in the color of the grid. Since the 
easting (x) values are identical both north and south 
of 2 SON, ticks will no t be added. Consequen tl y, over-
lapping easting grid values will be unnecessary. 
Figure S6.) 
(S ee 
(3) Grid Notes for Maps Havin~ Scales of 1:125,000 
and Lareer 
(a) On maps having scales of 1:125,000 and 
larger, the standard grid note will be modified by the 
addition of the letter (N) or (S) after the grid letter 
for the grids north or south of 2S o N, respectively. 
JI 
... . ......... SPECIAL TREATMENT AT 28 0 NORTH LATITUDE • ______ •• ~ 
34 t 1 
485 
3410 
484 
3 409 
483 
3408000yds N. 
482000yds . N. 
1115000yds -E, 1116 1117 1118 1119 
Figure 86. The handling of grid over-
laps at 28° N. Latitud e on maps hav-
ing scales of 1:125,000 and larger. 
3411 
485 
34 10 
484 
3409 
483 
(b) The overlapping grid note will be modified 
similarly and a l i ne will be added to it reading, for 
example : "EASTING LINES OF 
ID ENTICAL . " T h e proper zone 
ZONES * 
letters 
(N) AND * ( S) ARE 
should be inserted 
at the places indicated by the asterisks. The complete 
note appears, for examp le, as : 
ted in 
19 ( 1 ) 
ONE THOUSAND YARD WORLD POLYCONIC GRID. BAND IIIN . ZON E A ( 5 ) 
THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE GRID NUMBERS ARE OMITTED 
( c ) 
favor 
( b) ) 
PURPLE NUMBERED TICKS OUTSIDE THE NEATLINE INDICATE 
THE OVERLAPPING GRID . BAND IIIN . ZONE A (Nl. EAsTING 
LINES OF ZONES A (5) AND A (N) ARE IDENTICAL . 
When over l apping northing 
of a minor zone's ticks 
an additional line in 
ticks are omit-
(see paragraph 
the grid note 
as described in (b) above will not be used. A s epa ra t e 
note will be added instead, positioned immediately be-
low the "overlapping note . " 
e xample, as follows: 
This note will read, for 
SPECIAL TREATMENT AT 28 0 NORTH LATITUDE ............ .
"1 II1II 
1 . Th e no te f or th e sheets sout h of 2S o N 
wi l l be : 
TO CONVERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZONE 0 (s) TO ZONE 
o (N) OR FROM ZONE E (S) TO ZONE E (N), SUBTRACT 
2 , 904,1567 . 2 YARDS FROM THE NORTHINGS . 
2. The not e for the she e t s n or th o f 2 S oN 
wil l be: 
TO CONVERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZONE 0 (N) TO ZONE 
o(S)OR FROM ZONE E(N)TO ZONE E(S),Aoo 
2,904 .6672 YARDS TO THE NORTHINGS. 
,. The complete note appears , for example: 
ONE THOUSAND YARD WORLD POLYCONIC GRID. BAND IIIN . ZON E A (5) 
THE LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE GRID NUMBERS ARE OMITTED 
PURPLE NUMBERED TICKS OUTSIDE THE NEATLINE INDICATE 
THE OVERLAPPING GRID . BAND IIIN . ZONE B (S) . 
TO CON V ERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZONE A (S) TO ZONE 
A(N)OR FROM ZONE B(S)TO ZONE B(N) . SUBTRACT 
2 . 904 ,6672 YARDS FROM THE NORTHINGS . 
( 4) G rid Not e s for Map s H a v i n ~ Se a l e s Sm aLL e r t han 
1:1~5,ooo 
(a) The standard gr i d note 
scales smaller than 1:125.000 will be 
for maps 
modified 
having 
by the 
addition of the letter (N) or (S) after the zone letter 
for the grids north or south of 2S o N. respectively. In 
addition. a note will be included immediately below the 
grid note of the first sheet on either side of 2S o N. 
SPEC IA L TR EA TMENT AT 28 0 NORTH L A TITUDE •• ____ ••• ~ 
1. The note for the sheet immediately south 
of 2S o N will be as follows: 
TO CONVERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZON E * (S) TO ZON E 
* (N), SUBTRACT 2 .904 .667 . 2 YARDS FROM THE NORTHINGS. 
2. The note for the sheet immediately north 
o k 2S o N will be as follows: 
TO CONVERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZONE * (N) TO 
ZONE * (S) . ADD 2 .904 .667 .2 YARDS TO THE NORTHINGS. 
,. The correct zone designation, 'f..e., Zone 
A (S) or Zone A (N) should be inserted at the position 
of the asterisks in the examples shown in 1 and:2 above. 
4· The complete note will appear, for ex-
ample, as follows: 
TEN THOUSAND YARD WORLD POLYCONIC GRID. BAND IIIN . ZON E A (5) 
THE L AST T HREE D I G ITS OF THE GR I D NUMBERS ARE OM ITTED . 
TO CONVERT GRID COORDINATES FROM ZONE A (5) TO ZONE 
A ( N ), SU BTRACT 2,904,667. 2 YARDS FROM TH E NORTH I NGS. 
® 
~ ••••••••• REMARKS- G R ID I NT ERVALS-DE CLIN AT IO N S ............ ... ,. 
Section IV 
STATE GRIDS 
20. REMARKS 
a. With the exception of photomaps, state grids will 
be shown on all domestic quadrangles having scales of 
1:125,000 and larger. 
b. The type used for gr id 1 ine numbers, names and 
abbreviations should be condensed and smaller than the 
type used for the projection figures. 
21. GRID INTERVALS 
SCALE 
Larger than 1:5,000 
1 : 5,000 to larger than 1:45,000 
1:45,000 to larger than 1:100,000 
1:100,000 to 1:125,000 
22. DECLINATIONS 
INTERVAL 
1,000 feet 
5,000 feet 
10,000 feet 
20,000 feet 
a. No declinations will be shown for stat e grids. 
, 
J 
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23. GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS 
a. A state grid will be ticked in only when the area 
of t h e map on that grid is greater than ten square 
miles . 
b . No grid junctions will be shown. 
24. GRID VALUES 
a. If but one state grid zone appears on a map, co-
o rdinates will be shown for the grid ticks nearest the 
n o rthwest and southeast corners. (See Figure 87.) 
b. If two grid zones appear on a map. the coordinates 
for the grid ticks nearest the northw~st and .southeast 
1360 
280000 FT ..... . 
1358 
1357 000 
YARDS 
98 7 000 
YARDS 
128 5000 FT . 
! 988 989: 990 991 
1 295000 FT. 
Figure 87. Coordinates for a map 
showing one state grid zone. 
···· · 270000 FT . 
- ------
~ . 
~"""""""""""""". GRID NOTES .................................. ~ 
corners of the zone covering the greatest area will be 
shown. Coordinates for the zone covering the smaller 
area will be shown for the grid lines nearest the north-
east and southwest corners. 
c. If three or four grid zones appear on a map. the 
coordinates for the two zones which cover the large s t 
and smallest area will be shown at the northwest and 
southeast corners of the sheet. Coordinates for the 
intermediate zone or zones will be shown at the north-
east and southwest corners. (See Figure 88.) 
280000 FT . 
OHIO NORTH 
1145000 FT. 
OHIO SOUTH 
1359 
630000 FT. 
I NDIANA EAST _ 
1357000 
YARDS 
25. GRID NOTES 
2005000 FT. 790000 FT . 1285000 FT. 
OHIO NORTH • OHIO SOUTH 
. I 
I N DIAN A EAST 
L-: 1/ l.-J I 
989 990;' / i991 i, " 
1 295000 FT . 201 5000 fT . 
OHIO NORTH OHIO SOUTH 
Figure 88. Method of hpndling 
coordinates on maps showing 
three or more state grid zones. 
640000 FT. 
INDIANA EAST 
1 140000 FT. 
OHIO SOUTH 
270000 FT. 
OHIO NORTH 
a. Notes for state grids will be placed below the 
Bar Scale. 
.............. SPECIFICATIONS FOR NEATLINE TICKS _ •• _____ ._. 
b. The note for a quadrangle showing one state grid 
system only, should read as follows: 
CALIFORNIA STATE GRID ZONE 3 IS INDICATED BY DOTTED 
TICKS OUTSIDE THE NEATLINE AT 10.000 FOOT INTERVALS. 
c. The note for a quadrangle showing two or more 
state grid systems should read as follows: 
THE STATE GRIDS ARE INDICATED FOR CALIFORNIA 
ZONE 3 By ••••• TICKS . FOR NEVADA BY-. _ T ICKS, 
OUTSIDE THE NEATLINE AT 10,000 FOOT INTERVALS. 
26. SPECIFICATIONS FOR NEATLINE TICKS 
a. Projections. Shown by solid tick marks inside 
the neatline, 0.15" long at reprodt:ction scale . 
b. Standard [J. S. J./ilitq.ry Grid. 
lines throughout the quadrangle sheet. 
Shown by solid 
c. Overlappin~ [J. S. Military Grid. Shown by dashed 
tick marks bisected by the neatline, 0.2" long at re-
production scale. 
d. First State Grid. Shown by •.••• ticks outside the 
neatline, 0.1" long at reproduction scale. 
e. Second State Grid. Shown by -.- ticks outside 
the neatline, 0.1" long at reproduction scale. 
f. Third State Grid. Shown by .-- ticks outside the 
neatline 0.1" long at reproduction scale. 
g. Fourth State Grid. Shown by -- ticks outside 
neatline, 0.1" long at reproduction scale. 
e I 
~ • • • • ••• • • U. S. YARD GRI D, N . E. I. EQUATORIAL ZONE • ••• ••••••• '-
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AMS MEMORANDUM 425 (FOURTH EDITION) 
Appendix I 
U. S. YARD GRID, N. E. 1. EQUATORIAL ZONE 
1. The "u. S. Yard Grid. N. E. I. Equatorial Zone" 
is a new grid which replaces a part of the British 
N. E. I. Equatorial Zone Grid. That part of the Brit-
ish N. E. I. Equatorial Zone which remains unaltered 
will hereafter be known as the "British Metric Grid. 
N. E. I. Equatorial Zone." 
2. Standarq practice for showing this grid will be 
the same as that described for British Grids in this 
me morandum except for the colors used. 
colors for this grid are as follows: 
a. Scales of 1:125,000 and Larfer 
The correct 
(1) Grid lines and all data pertaining to the 
grid (such as numbers. letters. etc.) will be shown in 
black. When the Yard Grid appears in combination with 
another grid. the Yard Grid lines will be printed in 
black but the data will be shown in brown. 
b. Scales Smaller than 1: 12 5,000 
(1) Grid lines and all data pertaining to the 
grid will be shown in brown. 
3. Characteristics of the U. S. Yard Grid. N. E. I. 
Equatorial Zone. 
... . 
h . 
... .......... u. S . YAR D GRI D, N . E. 1. EQUAT ORI AL ZONE . ______ •• ~ 
a. Limits 
(1) Commencing at a point 5° North Latitude 
and 119 °30' I h 11 I East Longitude, east a ong t e para e to 
141° East; thence south along this meridian to 5° South; 
thence west along this parallel to 133° East; thence 
northwest along the loxodrome to 2°30' South and 131°00' 
East; thence west along the parallel 
thence northwest along the loxodrome 
to 127°30' East; 
to 0° a n d 125°30' 
East; thence west along the Equator to 119°30' East; 
thence north al o ng this meridian to the point of begin-
n in g. 
b. Inc i dence of Grid Letters 
(1) West of the 6,600,000-yard Easting Line: 
The SOO,OOO-yard square letter NMN and the 100,000-yard 
square letter "V" will be positioned east of the five 
million-yard Easting Line and north of the one million-
yard Northing Line. 
(2) East of the 6,600,000-yard Easting Line: 
The SOO,OOO-yard square letter "PN and the 100,000-yard 
square letter NV" will be positioned east of the seven 
million-yard East i ng Line and nort h of the one mi l lion-
yard Northing Lin e. 
c. Grid Co o rd i nate s 
(1) u. S. Yard Gri d coordi n ates in yards are 
obtained by converting the British Metric Grid, N. E . I. 
Equatorial Zone coordinates in meters using the length 
of one meter equal to 1.09361425 yards. 
1 
@ 
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d. Grid Note 
(1) The standard grid note for the U. S. Yard 
Grid will read as follows: 
U. S. YARD GRID 
N. E. I., EQUATORIAL ZONE 
Projection: 
Spheroid: 
Origin: 
False Co-ordinates 
of Origin: 
Scale Factor: 
Lambert Conical Orthomorphic 
B~ssel 
Equator and 1100E 
4,265,095.6 yards East 
984,252.8 yards North 
.997 
e. The diagram attached to the inside back cover 
of this memorandum indicates the limits of the U. S. 
Yard Grid. N. E. I. Equatorial Zone. its relation to 
adjacent grid systems. and the Letters of Incidence. 
-
... ............ T AR GE T -AREA DESIGNATOR GRID •• _______ ••• ~ 
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Appendix II 
TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR GRID 
1. GENERAL 
a. The Target-Area Designator Grid is a joint Army-
Navy method for giving grid references on large scaJe 
operational maps in the Pacific Theater. It is based 
on the existing standard military grids in this theater, 
namely, the World Polyconic, Philippine Polyconic, and 
U. S. Yard Grid, N. E. I. Equatorial Zone. To facili-
tate its use, the standard methods of showing grid in-
formation as outlined in this memorandum will be modi-
fied in some respects. This Appendix states the modi-
fications necessary for maps having scales of 1:25,000 
and 1:50,000. 
2. GRID INTERVAL 
a. The grid interval will conform to the specifica-
tions given in this memorandum, t.e., 1,000 yards, grid 
lines printed in black, every tenth grid line heavier 
than the others. 
b. Black ticks will be added around the inside of 
the neatline at 200-yard intervals on 1:25,000 sheets. 
An orange overprint will be added also, to show 200-
yard grid lines as full lines throughout the sheet 
@ 
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(with the exception of the even 1,000-yard ines which 
are already shown in black) The color of this over-
print will be Orange-Buff Q 1. 
3. DECLINATIONS 
a. The declination protractor and all grid and mag-
netic declination information will be shown as outlined 
in this memorandum except that 
the information will be printed 
4. GRID VALUES 
both the protractor 
in black. 
a. Grid Values as Shown in the Harfin 
and 
(1) Values will be shown for all 1,000-yard grid 
lines and all overlapping grid ticks as outlined in 
this memorandum except that the numbers on full grid 
lines will be printed in black . (See Figure 89,) The 
numbers for overlapping grid ticks on a World Polyconic 
grid will be printed in blue; in brown on aU. S. Yard 
Grid; and in black on a Philippine Polyconic Grid. No 
values will be shown for either the 200-yard ticks or 
1 ines which are added on 1: 25.000 sheets. 
b. Grid Values as Shown within the Nap 
(1) 1,ooo-yard lines. Grid Values will be added 
within the map according to the Canadian Numbering 
System as described in this memorandum (see Figure 89). 
, 
GRIDS AND MAGNETIC DECLINATIONS 
AMS MEMORANDUM 425 
(FOURTH EDITION) 
AMENDMENT NUMBER 1 
AUGUST 1945 
The use of the Target Area Designator grid has increased rapidly 
and is now being emp l oyed on maps of areas where the British Gr i d 
i s sta n dard. Since it was designed originally for use on the 
Ame r i c a n Polyconic gr i ds, the TAD grid specifications as outlined 
in Append i x I I of the Fourth Edition of AMS Memorandum 425 . Feb -
r uary 1945, must be supplemented to enable its application to 
s h eets based on the British Grid. 
The following instructions, therefore, sho~ld be appended: 
1. Page 78. Paragraph 4a. Add as sub-paragraph (2): 
"(2) On a British Grid, the numbers for overlapping 
grid ticks will be printed in the color shown for that 
grid on the Index Nap attached to the inside back 
cover of Memorandum 425. The use of other colors for 
a particular map or map series is permitted only if 
so stated by the specifications. Grid values appear-
ing in the margin of a TAD grid sheet having a British 
Grid will be shown as specified in Memorandum 425 on 
page 33 , paragraph 11." 
2 . Page 79 and 80. Paragraph 5. Add as sub-paragraph c: 
"c. Grid letters for the 100,000 yard square of the 
standard British Grid lettering system will be over-
p rinted on the Index to Adjoining Sheets. The speci-
fications given on page 19,· paragraph ~ should be 
followed." 
3. The reference boxes which shou l d be shown when the Target 
Are a Desig nator grid is used in conjunction with a British Grid, 
are shown o n the back of this sheet. 
... 
... 
t;;\ 
TARGET-AREA DESI G NAT OR G RI D ••••••••••••• \::/. 
In addition to the Ca-(2) Four-difit numerals. 
nadian Numberin S g ystem, a four-digit number will be 
added in each 1 000 , -yard square on the map. The 
oIl numbers 
W1 consist of ' b a com ination of th ° e pr1ncipal digits 
( the 10,000 and 1,000 digits of the values for the 
g rid lines forming the we s t and south ed ge s o f each 
1,000-yard grid square, 
be printed in 
in the order stated. The num-
be r s will Purple 12. (See Figure 89 • ) 
~ ____ ~--------~--72 ---+--------+--------4--------4-------~' 
~ ____ -4--------+---71--~--------~--------~------~--------+-
0:§31l ° ~1l 5 
3170 ~ ______ +-______ -+---70---+--------4--------4---------~--------~-
3169000yds,No r---______ -+-----------i~- 69---4--------~--------~------~--,--------+---
690 691 692 693 694 
f
Figure
f
8
t
9
h
o Grid values as shown on the margin and on 
ace a e map Th C do N the 
lowed and the deSig~ati~~a o;a~chu~~~ri~~u;;:t~:\~o:~~ 
5. GRID LETTERS 
a . Grid Letters for Ua~s H ' 1'1 I-' avtnf a Scale 
@ 
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(1) Within each 1.000-yard square on the map. 
letters will be added designating the 200-yard sub-
divisions of the square. These letters will be con-
secutive fr ,om A to Y. starting in the northwest corner 
of the square and reading east and south. (See Figure 
90. ) The letters will be printed in Purple 12. 
A B C 0 E 
F G H J Figure 90. Letters used to designate 200 
yard sub-divisions of 1,000 yard squares for 
K L M N 0 maps having a scale of 1: 25,000. Note 
that the letters "I" and "0" are underlined 
p Q R S T to prevent possible confusion with numbers. 
U V W X Y 
b. Grid Letters for Maps Havin~ a Scale of 1:50,000 
/ (1) On sheets at this scale which show open water. 
a typical breakdown of a 1.000-yard square. including 
200-yard lines and letters. will be shown in Purple 12. 
Only one sample breakdown will be shown per sheet. this 
to be placed in open water area. If no open water areas 
appear on a sheet. the breakdown will not be shown. 
6. GRID JUNCTIONS AND GRID OVERLAPS 
a. Grid junctions and grid overlaps will be treated 
in the manner outlined in this memorandum. No Target-
Area Designator breakdown will be shown for overlapping 
grids. 
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7. GRID NOTES 
a. Grid notes will be the same as those given in 
this memorandum with the following exception: 
(1) All standard grid notes will be shown in black. 
The color for overlapping grid notes will be the same 
as the color of the numbers on overlapping grid ticks. 
(See paragraph 4a.) 
8. REFERENCE BOX 
a . A combination Grid-Target-Area Reference Box will 
in the margin of all sheets carry-
Designator Grid. The boxes for 
illus trated on pages 82 and 83. 
be printed in black 
ing the Target-Area 
each scale of map are 
b. In certain areas which straddle 
World Polyconic Grid, the distances 
junctions of the 
between similar 
grid references become less · than 100,000 yards. This 
condition requires that the zone letter be prefixed to 
the grid reference Use of the zone letter requires 
modified reference boxes such as those illustrated in 
Figures 93 and 94. The areas in which these modified 
boxes are to be used are indicated in Figure 95, page 85. 
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TO GIVE GRID AND TARGET·AREA REFERENCES ON THIS SHEET 
FIGURES. IGNORE the SMALLER figures printed around the margin of the map. 
These are for finding the full co·ordinates. 
USE ONLY THE LARGER FIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE 
FACE OF THE MAP. Viz. 
POINT 
FOR STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
East 
Take West edge of square in which 
point lies. and read Ihe figure printed 
opposite this line on North or South 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
North 
Take South edge of square in which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite th is line on East or West 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
Estimate tenths Eastwards r--
East 
Estimate t enths Northwards _ 
North Figure 91. Sample 
Grid-Target-Area 
Reference Bo x for 
maps having a scale 
of 1:25,000. 
STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE (To nearest 100 yards) 
FOR TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR 
Take NUMBER of the 1000 yard sq uare in which the point lies. 
Take LETTER of the 200 yard square in wh ich the point lies. 
TARGET·AREA DESIGNATOR (Locates within 200·yard square ) 
Nearest similar grid or target-area refe rence-100,OOO yards (Approximately 57 miles) 
TO GIVE GRID AND TARGET·AREA REFERENCES ON THIS SHEET 
FIGURES. IGNORE the SMALLER figures printed around the margin of the map. 
These are for finding the full co·ordinates. 
USE ONLY THE LARGER FIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE 
FACE OF THE MAP. Viz. 
POINT 
FOR STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
East 
Take West edge of sq uare in which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite th is line on North or South 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
Estimate tenths Eastwards 
East -
STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
North 
Take South edge of square In which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite this line on East or West 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. • 
Estimate tenths Northwards f---
North 
(To nearest 100 yards ) 
FOR TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR 
Number A B C 0 
Take NUMBER of the 1000 yard 
square in wh ich the point lies. G H ! 
K M N 2 Figure 92. Sample Letter Grid-Ta rget- Area Take LETTER from diagram at right, p Q R S T 
so that letter indicates position of 
u v w X y Reference Box for point within the 1000·yard square. maps having a scale 
TARGET·AREA DESIG NATOR (Locates within 200·yard square) of 1:50,000. 
Nearest simi lar grid or target-area reference-100,OOO yards (Approximately 57 miles) 
.... ............ TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR GRID .................. ~
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TO GIVE GRID AND TARGET-AREA REFERENCES ON THIS SHEET 
FIGURES. IGNORE the SMALLER figures printed around the margin of the map. 
These are for finding the full co·ordinates. 
USE ONLY THE LARGER FIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE 
FACE OF THE MAP. Viz. 
POINT 
FOR STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
East 
Take West edge of square in which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite this line on North or South 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
Estimate tenths Eastwards _ 
East 
STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
North 
Take South edge of square in which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite this line on East or West 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
Estimate tenths Northwards e--
North 
(To nearest 100 yards) 
FOR TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR 
Take LETTER of the grid zone in wh ich the point lies. 
Take NUMBER of the 1000 yard square in which the point lies. 
Take LETTER of the 200 yard sq uare in which the point lies. 
TARGET·AREA DESIGNATOR (Locates within 200-yard sQuarp.) 
Nearest similar target-area reference-100,OOO yards (Approximately 57 miles) 
Figure 93_ Sample 
Grid-Target-Area 
Reference Box mod-
ified for 1: 25,000 
sheets falling in an 
area which straddles 
a junction of World 
Polyconic Grids. 
TO GIVE GRID AN D TARGET-AREA REFERENCES ON THIS SHEET 
FIGURES. IGNORE the SMALLER figures printed around the margin of the map. 
Figure 94. Sample 
Grid-Target-Are a 
Reference Box mod-
ified for 1: 50,000 
sheets falling in an 
area which straddles 
a junction of World 
Polyconic Grids. 
These are for finding the full co·ordinates. 
USE ONLY THE LARGER FIGURES PRINTED IN THE MARGIN OR ON THE 
FACE OF THE MAP. Viz. 
POINT 
FOR STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE 
East 
Take West edge of square in which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite this line on North or South 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
Estimate tenths fllstwards 
North 
Take South edge of square In which 
point lies, and read the figure printed 
opposite this line on East or West 
margin or on the line itself on the 
face of the map. 
e-- Estimate tenths Northward8 _ 
East North 
STANDARD MILITARY GRID REFERENCE (To nearest 100 yards) 
FOR TARGET-AREA DESIGNATOR 
Letter 1 
Take LETTER of the grid 
zone in which the point lies. 
Number A B C 0 E 
Take NUMBER of the 1000 yard 
square in which the point lies. G H 
.!. 
K M N 2 Letter 
Take LETTER from diagram at right, p Q R S T 
so that leller indicates position of 
u v w x y point within the 1000·yard square. 
TARGET·AREA DESIG NATOR (Locates within 200·yard square) 
Nearest similar target-area reference -100,OOO yards (Approximately 57 miles) 
65'50' 
I+-IIH<·'----- 14'00') 
59'10' 
-IlIiT - ---- (3'12' , 
rrr-r~~~~~~~--~_j~~~~~~~~ 
52'02' 
;..jlil"l------- 12'40') 
----+-111--+----1.,24· 
44°07' 
--- (2'18') 
34'51 ' 
--12'00') 
22'31 ' 
----- (1'46') 
L-~L----L~LL--Lr--~H_----~H_----~~~~--_1H+------HH--~~_Ht__+----1H120· 
~~1H------~----~~~~----~+_----_HH_--_i--1t--t_--_1~12· 
'------L--=~---'-----L---'--------a..J--------UI-WI__+__-~.· 
~~~~~~--~~ O' 0'00' 
Figure 95. Red indicates critical areas where the nearest similar reference 
becomes less than 100,000 yards on a Target-Area Designator Grid. 
In these areas, the zone letter should be added to the reference. 
------- (1'14') 
